



On March 9, 1993, Thomas F. Parker's term as a member
of the Board of Selectmen expires. For fifteen years
he served as a member of the Board of Selectmen, six
years on the Budget Committee and four years on the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
During his dedicated years of service, Mr. Parker's
integrity, commitment and selflessness continued the
fine tradition of service to the Town.
In appreciation for your efforts, we dedicate the
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Saturday 9:00 AM - 12:00 noon
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1993
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in
the County of Cheshire, in said State, qualified to
vote in town affairs, you are hereby notified to meet
at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam on Tuesday, the
ninth day of March next at seven (7:00) o'clock in the
afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To bring in your votes for the election
of one Selectman for three years, one Fire Ward for
three years, two Planning Board members for three
years, one Planning Board member for two years, one
Trustee of Trust Funds for two years, one Trustee of
Library for three years, one Trustee of Library for
one year, two Budget Committee members for three years,
one Cemetery Commissioner for three years, and three
Commissioners of Plante Memorial Park for one year.
Polls will open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close
not earlier than 7:00 p.m., or such later time as shall
be authorized by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 2. To hear and act upon the reports of
Agents, Committees and Officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the town will vote to appoint
a committee to have charge of the Memorial Day
exercises, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $39,500.00 for the re-
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for the re-
construction of the Templeton Turnpike between the
Collins Pond Road and the Village, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 for additions,
alterations and repairs to the Town recreation area,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $18,000.00 for alterations
to the Town Hall, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for the
preparation of plans and specifications for an addition
to and renovation of the Town Library, such plans and
specifications to include meeting the guidelines of the
so-called American With Disabilities Act, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to
funds already raised, to be used for the acquisition
and crushing of gravel for the Town Highways, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00 to support the
operation of Meadowood County Area Fire Department, or
take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $28,000.00 for the
replacement of the culvert at Kemp Brook on the
Royalston Road, or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,768.00 for the support of
Monadnock Family Services, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 to construct a
dock at the town beach at the south end of Laurel Lake,
or take any action thereon.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be added to the
Capital Reserve Fund created under ARTICLE 19 of the
1991 Annual Town Meeting for the purchase of a police
cruiser, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be added to
the Fire Department Capital Reserve fund created under
ARTICLE 11 at the 1969 Annual Town Meeting for the
purchase of fire department equipment, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 to create a
capital reserve fund for the repair of the tennis
courts, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 18. (By Petition) Under the authority of
RSA 147:43, to see if the town will vote to establish
an expendable trust fund for the purchase of equipment,
materials, and/or services as needed for the
improvement of buildings, grounds and equipment at the
town recycling center; said funds to be taken from
revenues to be generated by the sale of recyclables at
the town recycling center in the amount to be approved
annually by a vote of town meeting and to appoint a
committee to include one selectman, the town road
agent, the recycling center supervisor, and one
community member at large, in accordance with RSA's
31:19a and 31:32, or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 19. (By Petition) To see if the town will
vote to appropriate $3,500.00 from revenues anticipated
from the sale of recyclables at the town recycling
center to be placed in the recycling fund established
by the above Article 18 for the purchase of two storage
trailers and materials needed to build enclosures
necessary to protect and store recyclables from the
weather, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 20. To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to estab-
lish a town forest as provided for in RSA 31:110, to
include the following parcels:
a. The Mabel Whitcomb lot, containing 77 acres and
shown on Map 13, Lot 07, originally tax deeded to
the town in June, 1985 and recorded in Vol 1094,
Page 873 at the Cheshire County Registry of
Deeds
.
b. The Whitcomb heirs lot, containing 69 acres and
shown on Map 09 Lot 19, originally deeded to the
town in May, 1977 and recorded in Vol 931 Page 33
at the Cheshire County Registry of Deeds.
c. The Holman meadow containing 9.5 acres and shown
on Map 10, Lot 43 and deeded to the town in May,
1989 and recorded in Vol 1291, Page 531 at the
Cheshire County Registry of Deeds.
Further to authorize the Conservation Commission to
manage the forest under the provisions of
RSA 31:112 II, or to take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to place
all proceeds from the management of the town forest
into the conservation fund established under Article 29
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ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to place
25% of all revenues derived from the current use change
of use tax, into the conservation fund established by
Article 29, at the 1992 annual Town Meeting, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to
discontinue the unnamed Class VI highway starting at
the Richmond Road at tax Map 10, Lot 79 and continuing
north to the Matthews Road between Map 10, Lot 76 and
Lot 77, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to
discontinue the public way known as Baldwin Court, said
discontinuance being subject to gates and bars, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to create
the position of Deputy Town Treasurer as authorized by
RSA 41:29-a, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 27. (By Ballot) To see if the town will
vote to dissolve the Ashuelot Refuse Disposal District
organized under RSA Chapter 53-B (the "District"),
pursuant to the provisions of Article VI, Section 7 of
the district agreement for the District and the
provisions of the plan of dissolution approved by the
district committee of the District, a copy of which
plan of dissolution has been submitted by the District
to the town, or take any action thereon.
(A 2/3 majority vote is required to approve this
article)
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ARTICLE 28. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any interest
that the town may have in and to a lot at the Woodbrook
Camp and Tennis Condominium, shovm on town tax maps as
Map 42, Lot 01-89, to Bradley and Kathleen Trueax, the
former owners, for such amount as the Board deems to be
in the best interest of the town, or take any action
thereon
.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any interest
that the town may have in and to approximately
7.2 acres of land and buildings, shown on town tax maps
as Map 13, Lot 04-02, to Shirley Carlson, the former
owner, for such amount as the Board deems to be in the
best interest of the town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any interest
that the town may have in and to approximately one acre
of land, shown on town tax maps as Map 15, Lot 60-06,
to Catherine J. Nye Berardi, the former owner, for such
amount as the Board deems to be in the best interest of
the town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any interest
that the town may have in and to land and buildings
commonly known as the Nonesuch Hall property, shown on
town tax maps as Map 28, Lot 31, to The Trinity Baptist
Church for the sum of $800.00 provided that the town's
interest would be conveyed subject to the provision
that the Trinity Baptist Church will tear down the
buildings on the premises, properly dispose of all
waste materials, and have the lot cleared to the
satisfaction of the Board of Selectmen within 90 days
of transfer of title, or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 32. To see if the town will vote to
appoint a committee to have charge of Earth Day
activities, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of
personal property which may be offered to the town for
any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey any real
estate acquired by the town by tax collector's deed or
execution of real estate tax lien by the Tax Collector,
such conveyances to be made by public auction, or
advertised sealed bids, in accordance with RSA 80:80,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell, or
otherwise dispose of any unusable vehicles or equipment
of any of the departments of the Town, or take any
action thereon.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept town gifts,
legacies and devises made to the town in trust for any
purposes, as permitted by RSA 31:19, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by town meeting, money
from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the year,
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ARTICLE 38. To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of
any street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the
planning board, provided that such street has been con-
structed in accordance with the approval of the sub-
division plat by the Planning Board and has been con-
structed in accordance with applicable town specifica-
tions as determined by the Board of Selectmen or their
agent, or take any action thereon.
GIVEN UNDER our hands this 10th day of February in





BUDGET OF THE TOUN OF FITZWiaiflM, NH
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SOURCES OF
MARCH 10, 1992 SYNOPSIS
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - FITZWILLIAM, NH
The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 2:00 PM
by Moderator Pro Tern, Mary Crooke. The empty ballot
box was displayed and voting started immediately on
the following articles:
Article 1 - Election of Town Officers
Selectman
(3 year term)
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ARTICLE 2. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of the Amendment to the existing town zoning
ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board, as
follo\7S: Amend Article 127-30 by deleting in its
entirety Article 127-30B(f ) vvhich provides "The sign
contractor must provide the town V7ith a certificate of
liability"?
YES 210 NO 161
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot) Voted to reduce the
boundaries of the Historic District so that it would be
a smaller area encompassing the center of town.
YES 257 NO 103
ARTICLE 4. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No.l as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town V/etlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
sub-section 5 of the first paragraph of Section 1
entitled Authority and Purpose on page 1 to change
"wildlife" to "wild flora and fauna"?
YES 251 NO 116
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ARTICLE 5. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
the second paragraph under Section 1 entitled Authority
and Purpose on page 1 to change reference to "fish and
wildlife" to "plants and animals" and to add "fish"
after "waterfowl" in the same line?
YES 274 NO 92
ARTICLE 6. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
sub-section 4 of Section 1 at the top of page 2
entitled Authority and Purpose to change reference to
"wildlife" to "wild flora and fauna"?
YES 252 NO 103
ARTICLE 7. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
under Section 2 entitled Definitions on page 2 at the
end of the first paragraph to delete the phrase "most
current version of the" and add at the end of the
sentence "in the version published in January of 1989"?
YES 239 NO 109
ARTICLE 8. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 2 entitled Definitions on page 3 adding a new
paragraph 5.f . concerning the definition of alter as
follows: "5.f. introduction of non-native plant and
animal species"?
YES 236 NO 119
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ARTICLE 9. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town VIetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page 5 by
changing sub-paragraph 4.d. so that the end of said
paragraph reads "the altered v;etland area is less than
2,000 square feet"?
YES 224 NO 123
ARTICLE 10. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town V/etlands Ordinance as follows-. Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6 by
changing sub-paragraph 5.d. to delete the end of the
sentence so that it \70uld read "accepted methods and
procedures are to be followed for construction"?
YES 245 NO 104
ARTICLE 11. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town VJetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4 entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6 by
adding a nev; paragraph 6.d. as follows: "6.d. No
underground fuel storage tank or tank containing other
hazardous materials shall be place in the WPOD"?
YES 244 NO 86
ARTICLE 12. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6,
paragraph 7. a. by deleting the phrase "but not
enlarging an" so that the sub-paragraph reads: "7. a.
Maintaining, repairing or replacing an existing and
lawfully located structure or public utility..."?
YES 219 NO 93
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ARTICLE 13. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirements on page 6,
paragraph 7.b. be generally amended so that it would
read: "7.b. Emergency projects may commence prior to
receiving authorization provided that notification will
be provided within 24 hours of commencement of work and
an application will be submitted within three business
days and only that work necessary for abatement of the
emergency is performed"?
YES 224 NO 91
ARTICLE 14. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the
adoption of Amendment No. 11 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows: Amend
Section 4, entitled Procedural Requirements on page 1
,
paragraph 9 involving time limits to read: "9. The
approving board shall have authority to issue approval
subject to conditions including time limitations as
deemed appropriate"?
YES 207 NO 109
The evening meeting opened at 7:00 PM by Moderator
William N. Prigge. The Girl Scouts presented the
colors, followed by the salute to the Flag, and prayer
by Rev. Lynda Tolton.
ARTICLE 15, To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, committees and officers heretofore chosen.
Susan Link accepted the Town Report as written. Thank
you to Jane Wright Town Clerk for 20 years service to
the town, and Frances Hallett for 10 years service as
Town Treasurer.
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ARTICLE 16. It was voted to appoint a committee to
have charge of the Memorial Day exercises. Susan Link
thanked last year's committee and hoped they would
volunteer for this year.
ARTICLE 17. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 18. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $17,000.00 to purchase and equip a vehicle for the
Police Department: $8,000.00 to be withdrawn from the
Capital Reserve fund created by Article 19 at the 1991
Annual Tov/n Meeting, $9,000.00 to come out of current
tax revenues.
ARTICLE 19. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $20,800.00 for repairs to the Town Hall.
ARTICLE 20. This article DID NOT pass to raise and
appropriate the sum of $46,000.00 to replace the Kemp
Brook culvert on the Royalston Road.
ARTICLE 21 . Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $35,000.00 to reconstruct Angier Road and the
portion of the Richmond Road between Angier Road and
Rhododendron Road.
ARTICLE 22. This article DID NOT pass to raise and
appropriate the sum of $46,000.00 to purchase a front-
end loader for use by the Highway Department; the
currently owned loader to be used as a trade-in for
this purchase.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23. This article DID NOT pass to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the replacement
of the Priest Brook culvert on #4 Road.
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ARTICLE 24. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $27,750.00 to purchase a 1970 Mack fire engine
currently being leased by the Town; $25,000.00 to be
withdrawn from the Capital Re-serve fund created by
Article 11 at the 1969 Annual Town Meeting, the
remainder to come from current tax revenues , or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 25. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,800.00 to support the operation of the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department.
ARTICLE 26. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,011.00 for support of Monadnock Family Services.
ARTICLE 27. Voted the budget in the amount of
$957,152.00
V/illiam Davis, Jr. asked to take up Article 39 at this
time. He presented 5 signatures to the Moderator and
ARTICLE 39 was acted upon at this time.
ARTICLE 39. (By Petition) To see if the Town v/ill
vote to rescind the action taken on Article 30 of the
1967 Annual Town Meeting and vote to make the office of
Highway Agent an elected one starting in 1993, or take
any action thereon.
Ballot vote resulted in : YES 64 NO 105
ARTICLE 28. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to form a committee to study the feasibility
of withdrawing from the Monadnock Regional School
District and recoiTmiend alternate means of educating
Fitzwilliam children; the committee to be composed of
seven members to include the Chairmen of the Planning
Board, Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen, with
four members to be named by the Board of Selectmen; the
committee to provide an initial report to the 1993
Annual Town Meeting.
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ARTICLE 29. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to transfer the unexpended balance of the
annual appropriation for the Conservation Commission to
a conservation fund as authorized by RSA 36 - A: 5.
ARTICLE 30. (By Petition) Voted to authorize the
Selectmen to sell Map 28, Lot 32, approximately 1/4
acre, to Terry Silverman for the sum of $800.00.
ARTICLE 31. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to convey approximately two acres of tax
deeded property on Old Rindge Road, shown on the Town
Tax Maps as Map 16, Lot 25, to Floyd and Muriel Scholz,
relatives of the former owner, for such amount as the
Board deems to be in the best interest of the Town.
ARTICLE 32. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to negotiate with the Boston and Maine Corp.
(Guilford Transportation Industries, Inc.) for the
purchase of land shown on the Town Tax Map 27 as Lot 16
approximately 1.3 acres together with portions of the
railroad right-of-way.
ARTICLE 33. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to sell the 1965 International fire truck,
the proceeds of the sale to be deposited in the Fire
Department Capital Reserve fund created by Article 11
at the 1969 Annual Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 34. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to trade, sell, or otherwise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the
departments of the Town.
ARTICLE 35. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the
town by tax collector's deed or execution of a real
estate tax lien by the Tax Collector, such conveyances
to be made by public auction, or advertised sealed
bids, in accordance with RSA 80:80.
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ARTICLE 36. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept on behalf of the town gifts,
legacies and devises made to the town in trust
for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 37. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by town meeting, money from the state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year, in accordance
with RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 38. Voted to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown
on a subdivision plat approved by the planning board,
provided that such street has been constructed in
accordance with the approval of the sub-division plat
by the Planning Board and has been constructed in
accordance with applicable town specifications as
determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent.
The meeting adjourned at 10:55 PM. All elected






The Board of Selectmen submits the following report to
the residents of Fitzwilliam:
We begin by extending our sincere appreciation to all
those who have served on the various town committees,
both appointed and elected. We also wish to thank
local organizations serving the residents of our town.
Your efforts continue to maintain and improve the
quality of life in Fitzwilliam.
The Town ended 1992 in good financial condition,
despite the slow economic climate. We have no long
term debt, income projections have been on target, and
overall spending has been well within total budgeted
guidelines. The unaudited figures show an
unencumbered surplus of approximately $235,000.00. As
in past years, we expect to use a portion of this to
reduce 1993 property taxes.
The total dollars raised by property taxes increased
during 1992 by $44,771.00. This included increases of
$43,251.00 for the Monadnock Regional School District,
$15,918.00 for Cheshire County and $200.00 for the war
service credit accounts, and a decrease of $14,598.00
for municipal needs. The total tax base increased by
$208,900.00 to $146,199,775.00. This combined to
result in a twenty-eight cent per thousand increase in
your tax rate to $17.68 per $1,000.00 of assessed
valuation. We should point out that the small
increase in the tax base was the result of both a very
slow construction, year and additional land being
placed into the Current Use program.
This year the town had the distinct privilege to host
the "Good Morning America" Program on ABC television.
The residents of Fitzwilliam can be very proud of the
image they conveyed to the rest of the nation. We




During 1992 a considerable amount of effort was
expended to update current use assessments, in
accordance with the State's most recent guidelines.
Categories and values were changed, but in the final
analysis, there was very little change in total
Current Use Assessment. In Fitzwilliam there are
currently 425 parcels of land, containing 10,654.91
acres, that are assessed under the Current Use
program. The Ad Valorem assessment of this land is
$14,261,300.00 while the Current Use assessment is
$978,600.00. At the 1992 tax rate of $17.68 per
$1,000.00, this reduction in assessment equates to
$234,838.00 in additional tax revenues. Had this
property been assessed at its Ad Valorem value, the
tax rate would have been $16.21 per $1,000.00.
We are not advocating the elimination of Current Use.
We feel that the program has some very positive
values. This information is presented so that you can
see, in dollars, the impact Current Use has on the
Fitzwilliam tax rate.
What should be done to Current Use? We advocate an
increase of the assessment rates on land in the pro-
gram. Current assessment rates are considerably out
of proportion with Ad Valorem rates. Secondly, the
penalty for change of use should be increased,
possibly with a sliding scale based on the length of
time in the program.
New construction has continued at a very slow rate.
We issued 62 building permits during 1992: 7 new
single family homes, 1 commercial building and the
remainder were garages, barns, sheds, decks, additions
and renovations.
During 1992 we replaced the roof on the Bell Deck of
the Town Hall steeple. This was a much needed project
to preserve the building. In order to comply with fed-
eral law, space in the parking lot was designated for
handicapped parking and we built a wooden ramp on the
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rear of the Town Hall to provide handicapped access to
the building. This location was chosen to avoid
changing the appearance of the front of the Town Hall.
We also installed a snow fence on the roof of the Town
Hall to prevent ice and snow from the roof falling on
the ramp or parking lot and causing injury or damage.
We were unable to complete repairs to the front walk
before winter set in and have held the remaining funds
in the capital account to continue the project in
1993.
In 1993 we want to complete the Federally required task
of complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act
by rearranging the space in the rear of the Town Hall
to provide new rest room facilities accessible to the
handicapped. The rearrangement will also allow a small
additional meeting room for the use of town committees.
As a separate project, we would like to add an
acoustical ceiling, a carpet, and better lighting to
our present meeting room in the front of the Town Hall
to make a much needed improvement in the acoustics of
the room enabling people to hear and understand better.
We ask you to support our ongoing road reclamation and
maintenance program. In 1992 the Highway Department
did a fine job of reconstructing Angier Road and a
part of Old Richmond Road. We urge you to approve the
plans to reconstruct part of Templeton Turnpike and
all of Collins Pond Road. In 1993 our ongoing program
is to provide sufficient maintenance to all roads,
including recently rebuilt ones, to extend their use
to the maximum before the need for rebuilding. Because
our road program has often had to be cut back due to
the lack of funding, we now have a lot of catching up
to do. We have an urgent need to replace a culvert on
Royalston Road which, if not replaced, could soon be-
come a real hazard and possible liability to the town.
We urge your approval of this culvert project. Please
give your support to our Highway Department's efforts.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT 1992
We would like to request that you let us know what
services you v;ant the To\7n to provide and that you are
willing to support with your tax dollars. For example:
how extensive a program do you v;ant the Recreation
Commission to provide, do you want three full-time
police officers rather than two, would you like the
Town to start a town forest on land already owned by
the Town and should recreational facilities such as
hiking trails and camp sites be provided there? V/e
would encourage anyone with interest to become
involved in any of the Town committees or boards
.
We conclude by saying it has been a distinct privilege
to serve the town of Fitzwilliam as your Selectmen.
We look forv;ard to continuing to work for you during
1993 and wish all of you the very best.
Respectfully submitted,




Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street




Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Fitzwilliam,
New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1992, and have issued our report thereon
dated January 11, 1993.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1992, we considered
its internal control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the general purpose financial statements and not to provide assur-
ance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is responsible for estab-
lishing and maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates
and judgments by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of
internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control struc-
ture are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are execut-
ed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the prepa-
ration of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to
future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures
may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control struc-




Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
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For all of the control categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and
we assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all
matters in the internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is
a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities
in amounts that would be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal
control structure and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined
above.
We also noted other matters involving the internal control structure and its operation
that we have reported to the management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire in a
separate letter dated January 11, 1993.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of Selectmen. However, this





For the Year 1992
TMES
Property Taxes Coaiitted
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes Cowitted








Business Licenses & Periits
Kotor Vehicle Periit Fees
Building Periits







IITERGOVERIKEITAL REVEIPES - STATE
Shared Revenue
Highway Block Grant








REVEIPE FROM CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Income fron Departients
FIIAICIAL REPORT
For the Year 1992
IITERgPID OPERATIIG TRAISFERS II
Tranfer from Capital Reserve Fund 33,1
fotal 33, (
TOTAL RBVEIUES FROH ALL SOURCES $ 3,037,575
FUID BALAKCE JAIUARY 1, 1992 179,531






















Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes
OPERATIIG TRAISFERS OPT
Transfers to Capital Projects Funds
Fire Dept. Capital Reserve
P&YKEITS TO OTHER GOVERIMEITS
Taxes Paid to County






Total Payients for All Purposes
Total PayieQtB: Iiproveients other thaa Baildings












For the Year 1992





Due Froi Other Funds
Tax Deeded Properties
TOTAL ASSETS 1,048,223 1,145,305
CURREIT LIABILITIES
Beginning
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF 12/31/92
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Library, Land & Buildings
Furniture U Equipment
Police Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment
Fire Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment
Highv/ay Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment
Materials & Supplies











Total Town Appropriations + $ 957,152.00
Total Revenues & Credits - 350,923.00
Net Town Appropriations = 606,229.00
Net School Tax Assessment + 1,740,525.00
County Tax Assessment + 240,282.00
Total of Town , School , County = 2,587,036.00
DEDUCT Total Business
Profits Tax Reimbursement - 47,929.00
ADD War Service Credits + 20,200.00
ADD Overlay + 25,505.00
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED = $ 2,584,812.00
TAX RATE BREAKDOWN
Town 4 . 40





New England Power Company-
Public Service Company of NH




















For the Tax Year 1992
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS AMOUNT
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive $ 64,360.00
Election, Registration & Vital Stats. 11,305.00
Financial Administration 43,240.00
Reappraisal of Property 5,000.00
Legal Expenses 24,000.00
Planning & Zoning 12,753.00






Emergency Management 1 , 100 . 00
Code Enforcement 3,430.00
Meadowood Fire Dept. (Article 25) 1,800.00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
General Highway Dept. Expenses 268,114.00
Street Lighting 9,000.00
SANITATION








For the Tax Year 1992
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS AMOUNT
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreation 19,110.00
Library 29 , 100 . 00
Patriotic Purposes 800.00
Parks and Precincts 2,000.00
Conservation Commission 1,060.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest: Tax Anticipation Notes 15,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Fire Truck (Art. 24) 27,750.00
Police Cruiser (Art. 18) 17,000.00
Town Hall Renovation (Art. 19) 20,800.00
Angier Road (Art. 21) 35,000.00
CAPITAL RESERVE
Fire Truck (Art. 33) 1,440.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $ 958,592.00
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
For the Tax Year 1992
TAXES
Yield Taxes $ 10,000.00
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 50,000.00
Land Use Change Tax 10,000.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 30,000.00
Highway Block Grant 53,760.00
Reimbursement - State Forest Land 400.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 160,000.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 6,000 00
CHARGES FOR SERVICE
Income From Departments 15,000.00
Rent of Town Property; Cable Franchise 2,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 20,000.00
Sale of Town Property 1,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals From General Fund Trusts 11,700.00
Capital Reserve Fund 33,000.00
Fund Balance 60,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 462,860.00
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DETAILED STATEKEIT OF EIPEIDITURES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTION AHOUIT
EXECUTIVE
DST&ILED STATEMSir OF EIPEIDITURES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOK
DETAILED ST&TEMEIT OF EXPEIDITQRES

































DETAILED STATEKEIT OF EIPEIDimES
For the Year 1992
DEscRipriQi mm total
Other Town Property:










Heat & Oil 1,420.56
Labor Contracted Services 44.50








Heat k Oil 790,16
Sub-total 790.16
TOTAL GEIERAL GOVERIKEIT BQILDIIGS 22,587.05
PROPERTY APPRAISAL ACCOUIT 3,772.00 3,722.00
PLAIIIIG & Z0III6
Gross Vages/Payroll Llab. 6,200.17
Sub-total 6,200.17
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DETAILED STATEKEIT OF EXPEIDITURES
DmiLED ST&TKMEir OF BXPEIDITDRES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI AMOQIT TOTAL
POLICE DEPARTMEIT
DETAILED STATEKEIT OF EXPEIDITIIRES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI AMOPIT TOm
Supplies - General 200.18





TOTAL FIRE DEPARTKEIT 40,346.95
CODE EIFORCEKEIT
Gross Wages/Payroll Liab. 3,229.56
Photography 4.98
TOTAL CODE EIFORCEKEIT 3,234.54
EMERGEIC7 MAIAGEMBIT
Civil Defense 25.00
Forest Fire Control 116.39
TOTAL EMERGEIC7 KAIAGEMEIT 141.39
KEADOVOOD COUITT AREA FIRE DEPT 1,800.00 1,800.90
HI6BIA7 DEPARTMEIT
Gross Wages/Payroll Liab. 116,095.99
Advertising/Notices 55.15













Ice Control: Sand/Salt 30,290.78
Hisc. Expenditures 519.74
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DET&ILED ST&TEMEIT OF EIPEIDITURES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI
DET&ILED STATEMEIT OF EXPSIDimES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI AMOniT TOTAL
SOLID lASTE DISPOSAL Cont.
ProfessioQal Assoc, k Dues 130.00
Sanitation 610.00
Supplies - General 603.60









Mon. Peg. Humane Society
Radio/Radar Maint.
TOTAL AIIKAL COITROL 2,269.19
HEALTH DEPARTHEIT
Gross Wages/Payroll Liab. 381.08
Home Health Care 6,304.14
Health Officer's Expense 188.20
Inspections & Testing 298.00
Meetings & Conferences 25.00
Konadnock Family Services 1,768.00
1,260,
DETAILED STATEKEIT OF EIPEIDITURES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI
DETAILED STATENEIT OF EXPEIDITURES




















Supplies - General 37.29
30,
DETAILED STATEHEIT OF EXPEIDITURES
For the Year 1992
DESCRIPTIOI AMODIT TOTAL
Village Precinct:
DETAILED STATEMEIT OF EIPEIDITURES




Monadnock Regional School Dist.
Pine Grove Special Account
State of NH
Trustees of Trust Funds - Ceieteries
Trustees - Capital Reserve Fire Truck
TOTAL FUID TRAISFBRS




m COLLECTOR'S REPORT - SOKMARY Of TAX ACCOUITS
FISCAL TEAR EIDED DECEMBER 31, 1992
TOWI OP PITZIflLLIAM, IH
-DR-
T&I COLLECTOR'S REPORT - SUKM&RT OF T&X LIEI ACCOITITS
FISCAL TEAR EIDBD DECEKBER 31, 1992
TOVI OF FITZVILLIAM, IH
Tax Lien on account of Levies of:
Balance of llnredeeied Taxes
Beginning ol Fiscal Year;













$ 164,304.82 $ 98,955.59
16,842.22




Interest k Costs After Lien
Redeiption Costs;
Abateients During Year;
Deeded to Town During Year;






Bailey, Donald M. 2,031.30
Bateman, Christopher E. 710.84
Bateman Jr., Richard C. 577.10
Brackett, Donald H. 4,025.91
Bullock, Benjamin L. & Frances B. 2,415.43
Burt, Randolph 6,651.99
Cantwell, Kevin R. & Barbara 2,448.19
Casey's Camp Site Co. Inc. 14,617.42
Charlie's Camp Site Co. Inc. 19,887.71
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M. 612.22
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille 2,361.76
Desmond, Walter F. & Nancy L. 8,261.65
Dunton, Lewis 3,163.37
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca 403.75
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca 4,781.52
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline 1,837.62
Flook, George L. 403.54
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G. 1,835.51
Green, Trustee, Raymond C. 1,026.56
Griffin, Daniel T. 5,944.66
Huntoon, Mary E. 388.77
Kendall et al, Frank 598.28
Koster, Peter J. 886.14
Kraft, Stephen M. & Arlene 917.36
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy 427.27
Lapsley, Joseph A. & Ramona J. 770.59
Lawrence, Keith E. 921.66
Mandra, Joseph 48.55
McNutt, Donald L. & Iris B. 437.36
Meattey, Theodore 3,219.55
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L. 898.57
Newton, Joseph R. 231.29
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 764.43
Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 3,101.40
Olson, Michael C. & A. Seppala 1,676.16
Richards, Donald R. 18.50
Ridabock, Peter P. 222.48
Robichaaud, Thomas A. & Jo-Ann 1,678.24











Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitham, Wesley C.
Williams, Eddie L. & Debora
Williams, Kevin J.
Woodbrook Camp & Tennis Club




















Babbitz, Steven $ 1,293.23
Bailey, Donald M. 4,050.90
Baldwin, Carl E. 1,891.45
Bateman Jr., Richard C. 578.14
Bateman, Christopher E. 712.77
Brackett, Donald H. 4,038.94
Bullock, Benjamin L. & Frances B. 2,402.41
Burt, Randolph 6,670.97
Cantwell, Kevin R. & Barbara 2,455.38
Casey's Camp Site Co. Inc. 13,480.90
Charlie's Camp Site Co. Inc. 19,976.86
Chase Jr., Howard E. 524.28
Colella, Steven T. & Jane M. 602.89
Cumings, Shirley E. & C. Wei 352.65
Cynewski, Edward & L. Tewksbury 23.58
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille 5,172.64
Desmond, Walter F. & Nancy L. 12,177.02
Dickinson, Thelma J. 404.68
Drugg, Jeanne F. & Herbert 547.75
Dunton, Lewis 3,173.16
Dussault, Joseph & Florence 238.96
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca 415.20
Eddy, Henry, Nicole & J. Patriarca 4,796.31
Englander, Irvin S. 688.00
Favreau. Donald R. 488.45
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline 1,843.33
Flook, George L. 404.42
Fortin, Robert F. & Sandra 1,060.55
Geary, Joan E. 1,958.24
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G. 1,840.80
Gravel, Donald F. 1,443.26
Green, Trustee, Raymond C. 1,619.36
Griffin, Daniel T. 5,991.81
Hill, David L & Nancy H. 2,817.95
Holman, Rosalie A. & Kathleen 1,519.89
Huntoon, Mary E. 1,149.14
Johnson, Bruce 46.53
Kendall et al, Frank 599.44





Koster, Peter J. $ 889.24
Kraft, Stephen M. & Arlene 929.33
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy 127.32
Lapsley, Joseph A. & Ramona J. 772.90
Lawrence, Keith E. 934.49
Lively, Daniel & Nancy 2,193.08
Longever, Dana R. & Karen 1,778.09
MacKenzie, Scott L. & Jolyn 1,098.49
Mandra, Joseph 553.91
Manhoff , Harold D. & Mildred 1,571.75
McNutt, Donald L. & Iris B. 755.67
Meattey, Theodore 3,229.85
Merriman, Joseph & Janice Barry 516.85
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L. 1,613.64
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn 1,613.64
Newton, Joseph R. 231.07
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 3,987.40
Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 3,141.47
Olson, Michael C. & A. Seppala 3,620.82
Pelkey, Mike 271.68
Pushee, Maurice 238.78
Quinn, John & Lora Burgoon 62.84
Richards, Donald R. 317.53
Ridabock, Peter P. 3,673.35
Robichaaud, Thomas A. & Jo-Ann 1,699.29
Rudy Jr., Dan & Debra 1,442.21
Rush, Gary L. 631.76
Russell, Donald & Sherry 731.97
Rybak, Aaron 1,051.94
Shawmut Bank, N.A. 31.17
Streeter, David J. 1,383.49
Sweeney, Mark D. 445.61
Symonds, Randy R. & Debbie 1,142.80
Thackston III, Richard 540.42
Uhtenwoldt, Marlies L. 723.60
Wentzell, Richard 310.70
Wernick, Jules & Julianne 1,095.89





Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitham, Wesley C.
Willard, Robert R.
Williams, Eddie L. & Debora
Williams, Kevin J.
Woodbrook Camp & Tennis Club
Woods, Henry & Mary Ann








Allison III, Willliam & Gail
Austin, Timothy A.












Beavers, Thomas & Linda

















Calkin, Dana R. &
Cantwell, Kevin R
Carlson, Louis E.
Casey's Camp Site Co. Inc.
Cerrone, Salvatore & Marlene
Chapman, Barry G & Rebecca
Charlie's Camp Site Co. Inc.
Chase Jr. , Howard E.
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda


















































Connelly. David E. & Vivien 594.00
Criniti, Joseph 329.42
Crocker III, Kendall F. 1,400.00
Croteau, Lawrence A. & Katherine 562.00
Crowley, Lawrence J. & Gail 453.00
Cumings, Shirley E. & C. Welch 1,510.00
Cunningham, Robert A. & Cynthia 10.23
Curtis, Roland A. & Beth N. 8.00
Cynewski, Edward P. & L. Tewksbury 2,305.00
Davis, Derrick L. & Ann M. 2,146.00
Decatur, Thomas B. & Lucille 4,853.00
Desmond, Walter F. & Nancy 11,498.00
DeVito, Marc B. & Tammy A. 752.00
Dick, Kenneth A. & Sharon G. 489.00
Dickie, Marl A. & Christine 232.42
Dickinson, Thelma J. 130.00
Dixon, Barbara 161.97
Dodge Estate, Fred F. 1,324.00
Donovan, William J. & Hazel 484.28
Doody, Richard B. 1,625.00
Drugg, Jeanne F. & Herbert 2,844.00
Dumais, Norman R.J. & Melody 337.00
Dunchus, Darlene & W. 0' Mai ley III 1,549.03
Dunchus, Kenneth S. & Nancy 1,253.00
Dunton, James N. & Dora J. 424.00
Dunton, Lewis 2,953.00
Dussault, Joseph & Florence 784.00
Dwinell, Richard J. 5,202.00
Eddy, Daniel M. & J. Patriarca 360.00
Eddy, Henry & Nicole, J. Patriarca 4,493.00
Englander, Irvin S. 2,059.00
Favreau, Donald R. 430.00
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose 552.00
Fish, Norman M. & Pauline 1,707.00
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara 1,875.00
Fleet, Norman & Florence R. 29.00
Flook, George L. 350.00
Foden, Stanley J. & Patricia E. 370.00






Garrett, Donald E. & Cynthia 2,052.00
Geary, Joan E. 1,816.00
Girard, Sanda A. 346.00
Glidden, Steven & Ruth E. 1,499.00
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael 752.61
Golden, Judith A. 232.06
Goodnow, Richard A. 909.33
Goodwin, Jr., Russell G. 1,722.00
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene 1,854.00
Gravel, Donald F. 1,330.00
Greeley, Roland B. 1,831.63
Green, Trustee, Raymond C. 1,499.00
Gregory, Sheila E. 11.00
Griffin, Daniel T. 5,620.00
Guenther, James H. 2,884.00
Guerrette, Helen C. 775.48
Hancock Homes, Inc. 256.00
Hart, Edward J. & Edward E. 159.00
Hayes, Gary 205.00
Heald, Gary A. & Kimberly L. 803.00
Hill, David L. & Nancy H. 2,644.00
Holman, Bertha 143.00
Holman, Rosalie A. & Kathleen 1,669.00
Huntoon, Mary E. 1,053.00
Jackson, Joseph & Barbara 865.52
Johnson, Bruce 151.00
Johnson, Robert W. 1,228.42
Johnson, Ronald & Sarah 909.00
Johnson, Russell J. & Annette 1,574.00
Jones, Quentin R. & Bonnie 1,249.00
KAB Realty Trust 2,430.82
Kendall, Frank et al 534.00
Kennedy, Brian K. & Helen S. 834.00
Knight, Steven A. 964.00
Knights, Walter 222.00
Kokell, John & Joy M. 212.00
Koster, Peter J. 807.00





Krisch, David A. 1,439.83
Kulbeck, Linda L. & James 3,152.00
LaFave, Scott & Theresa 335.48
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy M. 272.00
Lapsley, Joseph A. & Ramona J. 698.00
Lawrence, Keith E. 851.00
Levasseur, Edward R. & Linda 1,249.00
Lilback Estate, Eino J. 69.00
Lilback, Reino M. & Carolyn 500.00
Lively, Daniel & Nancy 2,058.00
Longever , Karen & Dana 1 , 999 . 00
MacKenzie, Scott L. & Jolyn 1,005.00
Mandra, Joseph 627.00
Manhoff , Harold D. & Mildred B. 2,006.00
Mark Edwin, Enterprises 1,252.00
McNutt, Donald L & Iris B. 682.00
Meattey, Darryl D. & Janet 408.00
Meattey, David R. 1,337.00
Meattey, Theodore 3,016.00
Merriman, Joseph & Janice 2,717.00
Methe, Mark 356.00
Michelson, Priscilla M. 712.00
Miner, Michael G. et al 812.00
Morey, Ronald W. & Lecia 295.00
Morin, Steven M. & Michele L. 1,714.00
Mossa, Richard 280.00
Mroz, William & Beverly A. 127.45
Mullett, Dana L. 509.00
Mullin, Rita J. 614.52
Murphy, Dennis M. & Kevin J. 1,068.00
Nattila, Steven S. & Robyn J. 1,612.00
Newton, Joseph R. 188.00
Niemela, Ralph R. & Helen E. 6,702.00
Niemela, Ralph, Helen & Ralph J. 2,903.00
Nirenberg, Morris & Rita 3,294.00
O'Connor, Frances M. 933.00
O'Neil, Paul E. & Maureen L. 955.00






Parks, Corey S. 754.00
Patterson, Kimberly A. 649.16
Pelkey, Michael & Marie 1,784.70
Pelkey, Mike 278.00
Pelto, Richard 978.61
Porter, Jeffrey B. & Marcea 1,528.00
Pushee, Maurice 204.00
Ralowicz, Stephen & Philip 1,248.00
Richards, Donald R. 260.00
Ridabock, Peter P. 3,443.00
Rideg, Charles S. & Antoinet 1,181.00
Ridge, John P & Deborah 492.00
Riley, John & Sheila 917.00
Robichaud, Thomas A. & Jo-Ann 1,572.00
Robinson, Jane 575.00
Robinson, John & Jane 157.00
Roy Jr, Winston & Lilly 1,588.00
Rudy, Jr., Dan & Debra 1,361.00
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah 1,079.20
Rush, Gary L. 565.00
Russell, Donald & Sherry 660.00
Ryan, Dana & Jeanne E. 615.94
Rybak, Aaron 961.00
Saunders, Michael J. 436.59
Seppala & Aho Construction Co. 47.00
Shannon-Daley, Jeanne 77.00
Shawmut Bank, N.A. 1,593.00
Silverman, Terry A. 411.28
Smith, Paul J. & Kim H. 1,197.00
Smith, Ramona 213.00
Snyder, Raymond & Barbara 1,120.00
Songer, Keith 240.00
Spoon, Raymond A. & Judith 499.00
Starkey, Carla R. & Carlton 899.01
Stewart, Barrie & Doreen H. 113.84
Streeter, David J. 2,539.00
Sundquist, Sandra 254.00
Sweeney, Mark D. 389.00





Thackston III, Richard 482.00
Thibodeau, Beverly 472.00
Tillson, Homer S. & Dianne 1231.00
Treat-Legg Condominium 100.00
Trendell, Lance & Katina 910.00
Uhtenwoldt, Marlies L. 652.00
Underwood, Cathy J. 741.00
Vaida, Emil & Pearl B. 1,180.00
Wagner, Henry C. & Angeline 558.00
Walden Jr
.
, Edward C . & Valerie 900 . 00
Wattendorf , Cynthia N. 479.00
Webber, C. Richard & Florence 673.06
Wedge, George F. & Donna M. 466.00
Welch, Cheryl 1,589.00
Wells, Bruce 428.00
Wentworth Estate, Eric 1,156.05
Wentzell, Richard 611.00
Wernick, Jules & Julianne 984.00
Whalen, William & Patricia 488.00
Whipple, Frank D. 617.00
Whipple, Jr., Henry W. 928.00
Whipple, Sr., Henry W. 3,873.00
Whipple, Richard 80.00
Whitham, Wesley C. 883.00
Willard, Robert R. 1,054.00
Williams, Eddie L. & Deborah A. 2,545.00
Williams, Kevin J. 725.00
Williams, Paul 1,111.00
Williams, Simon M. & Eudora M. 533.00
Winter, Beverly L. 399.00
Woodbrook Camp & Tennis Club 548.00
Woods, Henry & Mary Ann 1,343.00
Zilembo, Chritine M. 1,121.00
$ 315,236.27
* The total printed here represents the total as of
December 31, 1991, although some names do not appear




UNPAID 1992 YIELD TAX
AS OF 12/31/92
Beaman Lumber, Inc.





Financial Report for 1992.




Interest (N.O.W. Acct.) 26.55
Total Receipts 1,174.28
Disbursements - 1992
Services & Supplies 250.78








Commissioners: William F. Connelly, Chairman •
Phillip Walling
Clerk: Faith Trueax
Treasurer: Shirley H. Connelly
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AIIOAL REPORT OF
THE ELLIOT IISTITOTB OF FITZVILLIAK
Statenent of Receipts k Disburseieats
for the year ending Deceiber 31, 1992.
FUNDS IK BANK ON
Checking Account
AIia&L REPORT OF
THE ELLIOT IISTITUTE OF FITZVILLIAM
SECURITIES AT KARKET VALUE OH 12/31/91:
150 Bell South $ 7,706.
100 H J Heinz 4,413.
100 New England Electric 3,850.







REPORT OF THE LIBRART TREASITRER 1992
Balance on Hand January 1, 1992 $11,569.12
RECEIPTS for 1992:
Town of Pitzwilliai
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER 1992
Receipts less Disbursements $ 18,661.59
Transfer of Restricted Funds to Keiorial Fund - 1,975.00
Transfer of Restricted Funds to Building Fund - 5,000.00
Transfer of copier receipts to Replacetent Fund - 760.00
Balance on Hand January 01, 1993 $ 2,926.59
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REPORT OF THE ASSETS OF THE FITZWILLIAM LIBRARY
ON DECEMBER 31, 1992






























HOW INVESTED: Fleet Bank





BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT FOR 1992
At last year's Annual Town Meeting, Fitzwilliam
residents approved a budget of just under one million
dollars. On the town floor the voters made several
cuts to the proposed budget which they felt reflected
the economic realities of the region. Fitzwilliam
finds itself with a stagnate tax base due to the soft
real estate market.
Cognizant of the present economy, the Budget Committee
has constructed a budget that will maintain the
quality of town services without placing an additional
burden on taxpayers. We have recommended increases
which reflect the national inflation rate. Any cuts
made to department requests were based on dollar
amounts and do not reflect elimination of particular
projects.
Below is a breakdown of the tax rate as it applies to
our obligations for the town, county, and school.
Town County School Tax
Tax Tax Tax Rate
1992 Assessment $4.40 $1.63 $11.65 $17.68
% of total 25% 09% 66% 100%
The Budget Committee welcomes your input regarding the
needs of the town. We strongly urge your attendance
at the budget hearing and Annual Town Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Austin J. Killeen,Jr. , Chairman
Reino M. Lilback, Vice Chairman





POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1992
In 1992 the Fitzwilliam Police Department handled
1,058 calls for service and investigated 116 cases. Of
these cases, 4 were felony cases, 24 were misdemean-
ors, and 74 were violations. This was an increase
over last year.
There were 102 people taken into custody last year, 4
of them were felony arrests, 24 were misdemeanors
arrests and there were 47 arrests for violations. Of
102 arrests, 55 persons were adults and 47 were
juveniles.
The police investigated 84 motor vehicle accidents.
Of these, sadly there was 1 fatality. 13 accidents
involved personal injuries, 45 had property damage and
25 were under $1,000 damage and not reportable to the
State. Of the 84 accidents, 27 were on Rt 119, 35
were on Rt 12 and 22 were on town roads.
The Police Department stopped 408 motor vehicles in
1992, from these, 255 warnings were issued and 153
received summons for their violations. Out of the 408
motor vehicles stopped, 218 were stopped for speeding.
This year we intend to maintain the same level of
quality service you have come to expect from your
Police Department.






POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT 1992
REGISTER OF (PRIMARY) OFFENSES KNOWN FOR 1992
Abuse and Neglect
ROAD AGENT'S REPORT 1992
Normal summer and winter maintenance and roadside mow-
ing were done. Cleaning and flushing of culverts was
also done. Major brush cutting was completed on Upper
Troy, Bowkerville and Fullam Hill Road.
The Angier Road and part of Richmond Road work was
completed. These roads were reclaimed and treated
with calcium chloride, and 3" of hot top was applied.
For winter time safety, a stone seal was applied to
the following roads : Royalston Road from the Mass.
line to the Holman Road, Rhododendron Road from the
State Park to the Richmond Road, #4 Road from Stone's
Mill to Rt 12, and Sunn Hill on Angier Road.
The section of Old Turnpike Road from the Anderson
residence to Cross Road was dug up and 6-8" of stone
was laid down and 1 1/2" of gravel was applied. This
should help with the mud problem in this area. Also
the replacement of a culvert and cleaning of ditches
on this road near Rt 12 should help solve this same
problem. More work is planned for 1993 to complete
this project.
All gravel roads were graded at least 3 times and
gravel applied where needed. All of the equipment and
tools are in very good shape.
I have requested money in the 1993 budget to repair
the Templeton Road from the Church to Collins Pond
Road, and to repair Collins Pond Road from Templeton
Road to the causeway. I have also requested money to
replace a culvert on Royalston Road.
I would like to thank all Department Heads,
Selectpersons , and Townspeople for their assistance
and support throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin 0. Mattson, Road Agent
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1992 CALLS
The Fitzwilliam Fire Department responded to 185
calls in the period from December 1, 1991 through
November 20, 1992, a slight decrease from the 1991
total. There were 6 structure fires, 4 brush fires, 6
motor vehicle fires, 8 chimney/partition fires, and 7
Mutual Aid calls. There were also 17 other calls
involving automatic fire alarms, smoke investigations,
LP gas leaks and other public assists. On the medical
emergency side, there were 19 motor vehicle accidents
and 118 rescue calls unrelated to motor vehicle
matters. Although we continue to have our share of
fires, some major and some minor, the most substantial
demand by the community is on our rescue services.
PERSONNEL
As we noted last year, 7 of our members enrolled in
the New Hampshire Certified Firefighter Course. All 7
completed the course and received their certification.
Prior to this, 16 members of the Department had
completed the same course over the last several years.
Of the 31 people on the roster at the moment, 23 are
certified firefighters, however, some of the personnel
who are not certified firefighters are rescue service
members only. They are fully certified for that type
of work, whether as emergency medical technicians or
advanced first aid cardholders.
Aside from the 23 certified firefighters, Fitzwilliam
also has 9 emergency medical technicians, 9 individu-
als certified by the Red Cross in advanced first aid.
11 members are certified to operate the automatic
defibrillator, and 2 members have EOA certification.
Aside from the formal training engaged in by the
members who took the courses for the various types of
certifications, there were monthly Fire Department
drills and monthly rescue drills throughout the year.
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These included training on structural firefighting
(including live burns), motor vehicle accident re-
sponses, forestry and pump operations. In addition,
various members took courses at the Meadowood spring
and fall fire schools.
Although we are still very much a rural Fire Depart-
ment, the demands made on the membership are no less
than those made on fire and rescue services in more
populated areas of the country. The town should be
proud of the efforts made by the Department's member-
ship to secure a high level of professionalism with
the educational opportunities available.
VEHICLES
We noted last year that our first-line pumper, the
1978 Ford, and our first-line tanker, the 1978 Mack
were in good to excellent condition, but both vehicles
needed body work to minimize growing problems. The
Budget Committee allowed enough in the budget for the
smaller project of refurbishing the tanker. This
project was completed at Keene Auto Body early in
1992. As a result of cost cutting and economizing in
other areas, enough money was available to go ahead
with the more substantial project, the refurbishing of
the 1978 Ford. This project was completed in late
1992. We hope that both vehicles, with proper care,
will last for several years and give good service to
the town.
As a result of last year's town meeting action, the
1970 Mack pumper acquired from Rockville, Maryland by
the Fitzwilliam Fire Department, Inc. membership, was
turned over to the town in March. This purchase has
exceeded our expectations. With the placing and
service of the Mack pumper, one of the town's most
reliable pieces of equipment was retired, as the 1965
International pumper was taken out of service. If the
present equipment meets the town's needs half as well
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as the 1965 international, the taxpayers will have
been well served.
As with last year, the rescue truck, hose-reel truck
and small forestry truck, as well as the forestry
tanker continue to be in fair to good condition.
Although we do not anticipate any changes in equipment
during 1993, in our 20 year plan, we are looking
forward to the replacement of the 1978 Ford in 1997.
Although the rescue truck continues to give good
service, it will have to be replaced soon.
1993 BUDGET
In the past, we have reviewed with you our budget and
the so-called special money articles in our annual
report. The special money articles could include
anything from communications purchases up to vehicle
purchases. In recent years, the state has revised the
budget proceedings such that many items that used to
be voted on separately by taxpayers at the annual
meeting are now included in general budgets. Our only
so-called special money article this year is a
proposal to the Budget Committee for the placement of
$15,000.00 in the capital reserve fund for the purch-
ase of a new truck in 1997,
Included in the general budget would be continuing
items for replacement of protective gear. All members
are required to have updated OSHA/NFPA approved gear
for all calls involving fire or motor vehicle
accidents. We have budgeted for the replacement of 4
more sets in 1993.
Last year we requested funds for the replacement of
our monitors /pagers. The Budget Committee saw fit to
recommend funds for 10 rather than 20. We are
requesting funds to replace 10 more in 1993. Although
the original Minitors purchased in the 1970 's have
given good service, they are long overdue for
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replacement and the cost of repair for units that
break down is often not justified. The original
Minitors were all purchased by the Association, not
the town. Last year and this year are the first
occasions that the town has had to purchase such
devices.
V/e also have recommendations in the budget for a
substantial amount of 2 inch hose to replace the live-
lines on some of our pumpers, a number of items of
fittings and small equipment to get all of our trucks
up to standards, some additional portable radios, a
replacement for the Depot base radio station and a new
multi -channel radio for the rescue truck.
AUXILIARY
We thank the Auxiliary for their service and help to
us during 1992. Although small in numbers, the
Auxiliary has done a tremendous amount of work to
raise funds and support the members during major fires
and drills. We encourage any members of the community
who are interested in helping to join the Auxiliary.
There is no requirement that a spouse or family member
has to be associated v/ith the Fire Department. Your
help v/ould be v/elcome.
VJe would also encourage your support for the community
birthday calendar. This seems to be more popular in
its second year then it was in the first. V/e thank
those community members who have advertised in the
calendar and encourage townspeople to support those
advertisers.
CPR
Although it was not mentioned under personnel and
training, the regulations of the Department require
all members be certified in CPR. This means completing
the BLS course and being re-certified each year. As
many of you know, the Association received tremendous
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help from the Fitzwilliam Fire Department Auxiliary,
Anderson Glass Company, Monadnock Lifetime Products,
CR Bard, Tommila Brothers Lumber and Kennedy
Publications to purchase 3 adult CPR mannequins, 2
child CPR mannequins and 1 infant mannequin. These
mannequins are available for training purposes, for
Department members, community CPR classes and for
other departments and ambulance services in the area
to use in their training programs. Many thanks to the
Auxiliary and to the community minded businesses that





Board of Fire Wards
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HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
Year Ending December 31, 1992
In 1992, Home Health Care and Community Services
continued to provide home care and community services
to the residents of Fitzwilliam. The following
information represents a projection of Home Health
Care and Community Services' activities in your
community in 1992. The projection is based on actual
services provided from January through September 1992






































Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 56
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly
scheduled blood pressure clinic, child health clinics,
telephone consultations were made available to your
residents throughout the year. Tov/n funding, in part,
supported these additional services.
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Year Ending December 31, 1992
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1992 with
all funding sources is projected to be $$67,922.34.
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee,
or at no charge to residents in 1992 is projected to
be $4,833.74 for home care and $783.00 for Meals-On-
Wheels.
For 1993, we recommend an appropriation of $6,500.00
to continue home care services at the current level.







REPORT OF THE MONADNOCK AVDISORY COMMISSION
JAFFREY, DUBLIN, MARLBOROUGH, TROY, FITZWILLIAM
The Monadnock Advisory Commission is charged by the
State Legislature v/ith advising the State of New
Hampshire on management policies for lands owned and
leased by the State on Monadnock, Gap and Little
Monadnock Mountains, 6,866 acres of this is public
land. Thousands of other acres in these Monadnock
highlands are held in easements.
During 1992 the Monadnock Advisory Commission
completed a management plan for these unique
highlands. The plan is available to the public at the
town library. The Monadnock Advisory Commission
worked with the towns of Dublin and Jaffrey Planning
boards to develop a new Mountain Zone around
Monadnock, A part of Gap Mountain was also included
in this zone in Jaffrey.
We welcome your thoughts and comments about the
preservation of these highlands.
Members of the Commission are:
Jaffrey: H.C. Royce, Peter Davis
Dublin: Betsey Harris, Bruce McClellan
Marlborough: Ernie Linders, James Everard
Troy: Dave Adams, Ira Gavrin
Fitzwilliam: Donald Crutchley, Thomas Parker
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ANNUM, REPORT OF THE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Fitzwilliam Conservation Commission's major
project for the year has been developing the Natural
Resource Inventory. This inventory is a requirement
of conservation commissions under RSA 36-A:2. The
inventory may include such topics as farmlands, forest
resources, geologic resources, groundwater, historic
sites, protected lands, recreations lands, scenic
areas, and topography. Hopefully it will be completed
in 1993 and copies will be available to those who are
interested.
The commission wishes to thank once again Rosalyn
Slavic for faithfully producing a monthly article in
the Fitzwilliam Newsletter. These articles will give
you a clear insight into the work of the Commission.
The Commission meets the first and third Mondays of















The active case load of the Planning Board in 1992 was
relatively low reflecting the continuing economic
conditions
.
The Planning Board started the process of updating the
Town's Master Plan in 1992. The Board is working on
this update in conjunction with a Planning Consultant,
and hope to have this project completed in 1993.
During 1992 the Board also worked in conjunction with
a group of Keene State College students who completed
a Wellhead Study of the town's public water supply
wells.
Meetings of the Planning Board are held on the first
and third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the
Town Hall. All meetings are open to the public and we





The Historic District Commission reviews applications
for Building Permits within the Historic District for
their impact on the Historic District. The objectives
are:
1. To preserve structures and places of historic
and architectural value.
2. To preserve a district in the municipality
which reflects elements of its cultural
,
social, economic, political and architectural
history.
3. To conserve property values.
4. To foster civic beauty.
5. To maintain the existing architecture of the
district.
At Town Meeting 1992, it was voted to redefine the
present Historic District, reducing the District to
the area within the Village Center and it's close
proximity
.
A Public Hearing was held in 1992 to present new rules
and regulations completed by the Commission. These
have been adopted and are used as criteria when
reviewing all applications.
The Historic District Commission meets the first
Thursday of each month at 4:00 p.m. at the Town Hall
whenever there are one or more completed applications
to be considered. All meetings are open to the public
and we encourage your attendance and participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles G. Massin, Chairman
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The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals and
administers special provisions in the Town Ordinances
dealing with Variances, Special Exceptions and
Administrative Decisions in order to provide for the
satisfactory resolution of many of these situations
without burdening the courts.
In 1992, the Board heard fourteen cases. Six were
requests for Special Exceptions, all of which were
approved. Eight were requests for Variances, six of
which were approved, one was denied, and one was
determined unnecessary to obtain.
The Board meets at the Town Hall on the third Monday
of the month at 7:30 p.m. whenever there are one or
more completed applications to be considered. Hearing
notices must be posted in town and advertised in the
newspaper. Individual notices are mailed to abutters.
The meetings are open to the public and we encourage
your participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Fitzwilliam Board of Adjustment
Michael Methe, Chairman





CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER'S REPORT 1992
A total of 62 Building Permits were issued, including
six permits for new homes. Nine Occupancy Permits and
eleven Oil Burner permits were issued. Several wood
stove and chimney inspections were done, and foster
homes, schools, and Day Care Centers were also
inspected
.
A reminder to everyone - if you have new heating
equipment installed or replaced, it needs to be
inspected. Also if you move or add another driveway
to your property, you will need to complete a driveway
permit application.
If you need assistance with our permits or have
questions regarding our rules and regulations, please
contact the Land Use Office at the Town Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr.
Code Enforcement Officer
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1992 was a memorable year for Fitzwilliam. Camera
crews climbed the stairs of the Town Hall tower while
others shot from the top of Meadowood's tower truck as
Fitzwilliam became the focus of interest of Good
Morning America. Cables and power cords snaked
everywhere as the bright lights on stage illuminated
the historic moment.
The Town Hall was the object of much other activity
this year with 28 rentals. There were dances, plays,
committee meetings, and concerts along with a record
turn out for the National Election.
A handicapped entrance ramp was built to access the
back door and a new roof was installed on the bell
deck to eliminate the water leaks.
Finally, under the lights of candles in the windows
and our historic chandelier, cameras again flashed as
the Emerson School Christmas program went on stage.
It may not have been national television, but it sure






Overall the year 1992 turned out to be an excellent
one for recreation in the Town. Program registrations
continued to increase steadily, recreation facilities
were improved, and two nev7 members, Wayne Kassotis and
David Duffy joined the Commission. It was with regret
that the Commission accepted the resignation of Bill
Pine. Bill is sincerely thanked for his years of
energy and commitment.
Once again the lack of snow hindered the Winter
Program. For the first time equipment was available
for private use rental , in addition to the supervised
cross-country ski program. This proved to be very
successful and will be continued. Skiers were able to
use the Temple Mountain facility and the town was
represented at the Bill Koch Festival with five
qualifiers, Melissa Grab, Jessica and Maura Pine, and
Griff and Louie Thomas.
A new program sponsored by the Recreation Commission
this year was downhill skiing at Temple Mountain after
school on Fridays. Twenty youngsters took advantage of
a special skiing package arranged by Curt Hamilton,
and interest in this program continues to grow.
The town increased its financial support to the Troy-
Fitzwilliam Baseball and Softball Association last
year, and was able to host more games on the Wallace
Sportsfield. Many of the town's children enjoyed
playing ball in the softball, bambino, and pee-wee
programs. The Commission thanks the many coaches and
officers of the Association for keeping these programs
alive for the youngsters.
The Third Annual Charlie Wallace Memorial 5K Road Race
fielded eighty runners, ranging from the elite to
those seeking a personal best and a Fun Run for
children. Continuing support from local merchants and
volunteers make this a family event with music,
refreshments, and swimming at the Fitzwilliam Inn.
We will miss Bill Pine's leadership this June 1993.
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Fitzwilliam once again hosted a series of Saturday
night contra dances during the summer months thanks to
the initiative and talents of Carey Bluhm.
Summer Recreation broke all records for enrollment
this year with 121 children registered. Despite a
capable and enthusiastic staff under the expert
leadership of Alison Randall, additional counselors
had to be hired to take care of the large daily
attendances. Three field trips were taken to Gap
Mountain, Whalom Park and the Friendly Farm, each of
these made possible by volunteer parent chaperones.
The staff organized several fun-filled theme days.
A special thanks goes to the Wallace family for the
use of the Inn's pool for swimming lessons.
The soccer program continued a pattern of growth
with a total of 157 children participating in three
grade groupings, K-1, 1-3, and 4-6. Saturday mornings
at the Wallace Field were busier than ever with an
extra game each week to handle the additional two
teams created at the senior level. Highlights this
year included a coaching clinic given by Ferdie
Adaboe, coach of Mt. Holyoke College, a field trip to
Franklin Pierce College, an unbeaten Travel Team that
finally turned the tables on rival Swanzey, and a
soccer celebration complete with hotdogs and cider on
the final Saturday. The program owes a great debt of
gratitude to so many businesses and individuals for
their support and participation, but especially to
Carolyn Edwards who, after nurturing us through our





The Charlie Wallace Memorial Sportsfield's condition
continues to improve steadily under the caring eyes of
Nat Haynes, and an aggressive maintenance program
seems to be starting to pay off. Late in the year, a
scoreboard was donated by Pepsi and will be installed
ready for the 1993 ball season. A set of bleachers
has also been purchased for the field. The pole barn
needed attention this year partly due to a rash of
vandalism. A new lock had to be installed, basketball
hoops replaced, and lights were placed on a timer.
Gutters were also installed to begin to address the
drainage and erosion problems. The aging tennis court
received its annual medication and appears to be
holding up reasonably well.
Finally, as is our custom, the Commission thanks all
of the many adults who have invested their time,
talents and commitment to youth this year, and have
made Fitzwilliam a great town to play in. It should
be observed, however, that with programs growing so
quickly, and with many of our veteran coaches
"graduating" this year, the need is even greater than
usual for adults to step forward and help out with
teams and programs.
The Commission looks forward to a year of expansion in
1993, and, with the town's blessing, is eager to begin












1992 was another active year at the Library. A total
of 16,962 materials were loaned out to the public; an
8 percent increase in circulation. This continues a
three year pattern of growth at the Library in
circulation, programming, and reference.
The collection continues to grow more diverse. This
year 516 books were added to the collection in
addition to 75 videos and 32 magazine subscriptions.
Twenty recorded books on cassette were also added this
year; a new format for the Library. To create more
room on overcrowded shelves and to replace outdated
materials, over 400 books were discarded from the
collection.
Fifty-eight programs were offered in 1992 with 1361
people in attendance. Highlights of the year were
Abenacki Storyteller Michael Caduto's performance for
National Library Week, an afternoon of Irish music
with Love at the Endings and DISCOVER READ, the 1992
summer reading program.
During the 8 weeks of summer program, 971 books were
read by 98 children. Each week a special program for
participants was held and there was a high attendance
at all of these including Watermelon Tales, Andy's
Summer Playhouse production of Paddington Bear, Where
in the World is Carmen, San Diego Night and the
closing performance by UNH's Little Rad Wagon. For
these programs we thank the Elliot Institute and the
Friends of the Library. The Friends underwrite most
of the programming held at the Library and for this we
are very grateful.
Other special gifts were made possible by friends and
family of Betty Collins, the Fitzwilliam Garden Club,
the Library Memorial Fund, anonymous donors and
Friends of the Library.
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In 1992 all the juvenile materials were weeded,
inventoried and cataloged in our ongoing conversion
project. In 1993 we will begin the adult fiction with
the following year earmarked for barcoding and
automation of circulation. A new staff member, funded
with a private grant, was hired in 1992 to help with
this labor intensive project.
1993 promises to be a very busy year for staff at the
Library. In addition to the inventory, the staff and
trustees will also begin a planning process to help
identify priorities, assess the quality of present
services and better allocate resources. Our goal is
to match services to community needs, interests, and
priorities. This process will include a community
survey. We hope that as many people as possible will
participate in the survey, particularly any who are
not currently users of the Library.
The trustees and myself have made accessibility to the
disabled a priority in 1993. This, combined with the
lack of space, has resulted in an urgent need for the
Library building plan. An article on the warrant for
1993 requests the establishment of a capital reserve
fund for additions and renovations to the building.
I would like to thank volunteers Judy Hancock, Harriet
Underwood, Lottie Guild, and Olga Rankin for all their
efforts. Thanks also goes to the Selectmen, the






REPORT OF THE CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
1992
It v/as another busy year - the grass never stopped
grov;ing. V/e repaired a fev; monuments and markers this
year due to vandalism in the Village Cemetery.
Due to budget cuts, v;e v/ere unable to repair the
foundation of the tool house . We hope to be able to
complete this project this year.
We purchased two lawn mowers and repaired the old
rider machine to be used at the Pine Grove Cemetery.
In 1993 we hope to grade, lime, and seed more of the
grave sites m the Village Cemetery. We will also
need to enlarge the cemetery.
In the Village Cemetery there V7ere:
2 burials and 7 cremations
In the Pine Grove Cemetery there v/ere
:




REPORT OF THE PLANTE MEMORIAL PARK
Very little work was done this year on the lower part
of the Plante Memorial Park due to a lack of funds.
With the help of the Highway Department, we brought in
several loads of loam which has been spread. A stump
needs to be removed and more loam will need to be
brought in to finish this project.
We would like to plant four new trees to replace the
ones that were previously cut down. We would also
like to finish installing railroad ties around the
rest of the outside of the park. Both walks need to
be replaced as the present ones are in poor condition.
We would like to thank the Fire Department for putting
the Christmas lights on the Christmas tree this year,






Memorial Day 1992 v/as a success once again largely due
to the willing participation of many townspeople.
Gathering these participants is the responsibility of
the Memorial Day Committee. This committee is chosen
annually from volunteers at Town Meeting. The
Committee has historically been comprised of three,
but certainly more members would make the workload
lighter. We encourage anyone interested to raise
their hand v;hen Article 3 is read to make the first
step toward helping Fitzwilliam celebrate this
important occasion.
The Committee wishes to thank all those v/ho partici-
pated in both the parade and the program itself. We
thank Mr. Norm Evans, principal of Emerson School, for
providing a most memorable speech at our program. V/e
would like to thank Mac Landy and Nat Haynes, who with
accompaniment by Jim Parison provided a duet for the
program. Many thanks also to the Girl Scouts, Brownie
Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, AWANA'S Group and the 4-H
group for their willing participation. Once again this
year v/e thank the MRHS bank who provided the music
under the direction of Mr. Phil Crotto. And finally
we thank the Little Monadnock VR7 for adding their
esteemed presence which reminded us all of the reason
v;hy we celebrate this holiday. We thank them and all
others who have served this great country in the armed
forces
.
Additional thanks go to Jim Kennedy for providing the
convertible for transporting our WW I Veterans, Mr.
Alteri Farinoli and Mr. George Con Kapff. Also thanks
to the area clergy for their participation, and Bob
Dunton, the Fitzwilliam Fire Department and the







1992 Report & Recommendations
On June 3, 1992 the Fitzwilliam School Committee was
charged by the Selectmen of Fitzwilliam with studying
the feasibility of v/ithdrawing from the Monadnock
Regional School District and alternate means of
educating Fitzv/illiam children. To this end, the
Board of Selectmen required the investigation of the
following:
1. the steps necessary to effect a withdrawal
from the District and the consequences of
doing so
2. the alternate means of educating the children
and the feasibility of these alternatives -
keeping in mind the impact of such factors as
Special Education, transportation. State aid
3. the wishes of the community, both taxpayers
and residents, by means of public hearing(s)
and survey{s)
.
Acting upon this charge the Committee met for the
first time on August 18, 1992. The Board of Selectmen
appointed Winthrop Brown, James Crenshaw, Mary Crooke,
Lola Grab, Debbie Jackson, Susan Link, and Michael
Methe to the Committee. Members selected Susan Link
to serve as Chairman. Resignations were accepted from
Debbie Jackson in September and from James Crenshaw in
November. Winston Wright of the Monadnock Regional
School Board, Dr. Betty Vandersluis, Ms. Pat Busselle
of the State Department of Education, Administrator in
the Office of Commissioner, and Mr. Paul Kilmister,
Retired from the State Department of Education were
guest speakers at Committee meetings.
The steps necessary to withdraw from the Monadnock
Regional School District are as follov/s:
1. The School Board, a Town Meeting vote, or
Voters (50) may petition the School Board to
conduct a feasibility study to address the
restructuring of the District.
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2. A study committee of 1 School Board Member
and 1 Selectman from each town is formed to
study the feasibility of restructuring. A
report must be completed within 120 days.
3. If restructuring is recommended the proposal
must be approved by the State Board. The
proposal is to include a detailed plan for
continuity of education for all students.
4. The restructuring proposal has to be approved
by the voters at the School District Meeting.
A vote of the Town in itself is not sufficient to
withdraw. There are three levels of approval in the
Procedure for Withdrawal. In order to proceed with a
withdrawal each of the following bodies must approve
the proposal: the School Board's Study Committee, the
State of New Hampshire department of Education, and
the Voters of the School District.
There have been twenty (20) attempts to restructure
cooperative school districts in the State of NH. Only
one proposal reached the District Voters. This
particular proposal was beneficial to all towns in the
cooperative and therefore was voted on favorably.
Alternate means of educating the children of
Fitzwilliam that were discussed by this Committee
were: vouchers, corporate management of schools,
affiliation with other districts by tuitioning out all
or select grades, creation of a Fitzwilliam School
District, and creation of a new cooperative school
district with other towns. Each of these options
raised questions regarding quality of education,
financial obligations, and representation.
The issue of quality of education was considered a
broad area subject to many interpretations. If
withdrawal is pursued by the Town of Fitzwilliam, the
Committee suggests that a separate Committee be formed





1992 Report & Recommendations
Discussion of financial obligation centered on Special
Education, transportation and physical structures.
Consideration must be given to the cost of these if
Fitzv/illiam were to withdraw from the Monadnock
Regional School District. These costs are not constant
and can fluctuate as requirements are identified.
Transportation of all children V7as addressed as a
financial obligation. Consideration was given to
creating our own transportation company if withdrawal
is effected. The question of increased liability and
cost effectiveness was raised regarding this concept.
The Town of Fitzwilliam has a financial interest in
all properties owned by the Monadnock Regional School
District. A request was made of John Menton, Business
Manager for the follov/ing information:
a) the estimated current value of each building
and all land owned by the District;
b) the value of each building and all land at the
time the District was formed or at the time
acquired by the District;
c) Fitzwilliam 's interest in each; and
d) any other information you feel would be
relevant.
The information has not been received as of this date.
Without this information it was not possible for the
Committee to ascertain the cost of a withdrawal.
On December 15, 1992 the Committee held a public
hearing to review findings and accept public comment.
A loss of representation should have a bearing on any
decision regarding alternative proposals for educa-
tion. Currently under the Warrant of Organization for
the Monadnock Regional School District we are permit-
ted one representative on the School Board. Vouchers
and tuitioning were viewed as options permitting us
limited or no representation.
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Decisions regarding the future schooling of our
children must not be taken lightly. As noted above,
the quality of education alone is an issue of broad
scope. There are additional factors to be assessed
before any alternate plan is undertaken as the results
are long term. At this time it is the recommendation
of this Committee to remain an active member of the
Monadnock Regional School District.
The Committee makes this recommendation while recog-
nizing the existence of concerns within the community.
These might be addressed through the formation of a
Citizen Advocacy Group in Fitzwilliam. This group
could maintain contact with the Administration, the
School Board, the High School, and the Elementary
School in an effort to maintain and improve communica-
tion. Although this recommendation was not within the
scope of this Committee, many issues were brought
forward that could be resolved through an on-going
Citizen's Group.
If the Voters of Fitzwilliam wish to pursue the
withdrawal of the Town from the existing Monadnock
Regional School District, we strongly recommend the
hiring of an outside consultant for the purpose of









Tear Eadiog Deceiber 31, 1992
BIRTHS
lAHE DATE PLACE PAREITS' VAKES
Johannah Paisley 01/24/92 Keene, Kristin Karle Kellogg
Tiiiothy Harold Joslln
Rebecca Carol 02/07/92 Keene, Hlchele Ellen Tittel
David Clinton Browning
Jeffrey Adai 02/10/92 Keene, Mary Margaret Honeycutt
Scott Brian Tracy
Paige Ann 02/15/92 Keene, Tracey Ann Thoipson
Peter Read Januskiewiecz.
Benjanin Siion 02/23/92 Peterborough, Alice EUowitz
James Dwight Snell
Alyshia Courtney 03/22/92 Keene, Cynthia Ida McDonald
Russell Hanninen
Tracy Alice 03/31/92 Gardner, Ma Ann Marie Estabrook
Derrick Leigh Davis
Glen Andrew ,/07/92 Keene, Sharlene Elizabeth Dunton
Russell Glen Goodwin, Jr.
Edward Clinton 04/25/92 Peterborough, Ruth Evalee Shannon
Steven Glidden
Ashley Lynn 05/06/92 Gardner, Ma Julie Anne Faulkner
Todd Michael Reed
Tiiothy Michael 05/22/92 Peterborough Huldah-Anne Beck Mills
Tiiiothy Scott Hills
Mathew Erik 06/16/92 Keene, Janet Lynne Marrotte
John James Royce, Jr,
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BIRTHS COIT.












































































Betz, Carl fl.i Suzanne
BigwDod, James B.









fingier, Frank fl.& Christina
Bednar, Dean J.i Katharine
Trinity Baptist Church
Nie.Tiela, Michael F.& Carol
Mackay, Donald C.i Morgan
Stinemetz II














Carlson, Louis E.& Miriam Univ. of CT Foundation, Inc.
Univ. of CT Foundation, Inc.
Univ. of CT Foundation, Inc.
Beaupre, S. Douglas & Debra




















Chase Sr. , Howard E.
Crenshaw, James R.&
Janelle P.
























Fletcher, Ashley W.& Lee May, Louise J, Barry S.&
Scott G.













Casey's Camp Site Co., Inc.
Gregory, Sheila E.
Hanson, Robert H.i Katherine
Hansm, Robert W.& Katherine
LaMontagne, Alfred &
Kathlene M.












Carroll, Bruce E.& Laura B.
Hill, David L.i Nancy H. Carroll, Bruce E.4 Laura B.
Granite Bank
Olson, Nathan J.
Hill, Howard H.4 Deborah Sielke, Susan M.i Eleanore
Vander Haegen
Hughgill Jr, Robert C.fc The Fitchburg Savings Bank
Julie K.
Ibelle, Alan D.& Jean A. Ibelle 1992 Trust, Alan,
Jean & David
losua, Scott & Joyce, & A. Bennett, Keith J.i Deborah
Arrigo
Kelly Jr., John J.fc Proctor, Stephen G.& Gail P.
Patricia H.
Kenison, Donna L.






Lexington Town Employees Staley, George E.& Justina 92/82/28 42,01-09
Fed. Cred. Union
Mackay, Donald C.i Morgan Rogers, Jasies «.& Eleanor J. 92/03/09 32,14
Stineraetz II
Rogers, James M.& Eleanor J. 92/03/09 32,14-01
Rogers, James M.& Eleanor J. 92/03/09 32,2'2
Bell, Robert J.i Patricia 92/06/19 42,01-75
Champagne, Joseph «.& 92/07/28 42,01-71
Deborah K.
Eyles, Plfred & Patricia 92/03/02 42,01-06
Flaherty, William M.& Janet 92/02/06 42,01-51
Kelly, Donald F.& Deena M. 92/07/15 42,01-48
Pratt, Robin fl.& Monique M. 92/06/19 42,01-69
Stevens, Richard fl.i Shelley 92/08/11 42,01-70
Marsden, Marie J. 92/03/30 42,02-86Marsden, William J.&
Marie J.
Martin, Nancy fl.







0' Day, Marie E.
O'Donnell, Marilyn ft.










92/11/09 02,11-01Doerpholz, Brian K.i
Virginia Boutin
Bean, Edward i Suzanne E. 92/05/08 35,22
Monteverde, Anthony W.& 92/01/13 12,23
Roxanne L.
Mull in, Walter J. 92/03/23 35,39
Saunders, Michael J. 92/04/13 10,21-03
Partridge, Mark L.i Bonnie 92/07/02 28,18-01
Noble, Susan M.4 Charles 92/04/01 10,53
Kennedy, Sheila C. 92/10/13 34,26
Marie E. O'Day Trust 92/11/10 02,21
Marie E. O'Day Trust 92/11/10 02,28
O'Donnell, Marilyn fl.i Henry 92/07/10 25,09-02
Lawrence, Sheila 92/08/06 42,01-96
Paul, Ruth E.& Ruth D. Jobs 92/06/19 33,18
Thomas, Cecile B. 92/08/27 42,01-35
Ewan-Pospisil, Pamela J. 92/10/05 06,40-16
Proctor, Stephen G.& Gail P. 92/09/24 22,02
Proctor, Stephen G.i Gail P. 92/09/24 22,82




Reid, David H.& Jean L.
Reitnsuer, John C.& Ann
Richardson Trustee, Luray







Rumba, Richard G. & Lynne
Russell, Cecilia H.





Seltzer, John C. & Theresa
Seppala & flho
Construction Co. , Inc.
Serpa, Jeanne A.
Shaw.Tiut Bank Nfi
Skinner Jr, Edson & Lea








Stout Jr., Gordon A.& Evelyn
Reid Jr, David, Eli2,Rbt, Wm.
Reid Jr, David, Eli2,Rbt, W;ti.








Levasseur, Edward R. & Linda

















Wheeler, Diana S. &





Mattson, Gregory fl.& Lurleen
St. Laurent, Christopher ft. &
Halina H.
Smith, Paul & Kim Bourque




















Andre, Maurice & Susan Howard
flndresen, Clifford R.& Barbara J.
Angier, Elizabeth G.
Angier, Frank A.i Christina M.
Angier, Susan G.
Angier, Wallace F.& Enieline L.
Arcuri, Anna J.
Arcuri, Anna J.
Arsenault, Francis & Aurore
Asselin, Robert J.
Assoc. Sportsman's Club, Luella Carpe
Assoc. Sportsman's Club, Luella Carpe
Assoc. Sportsman's Club, Luella Carpe
Athanasopoulas, Theodore & Debra B.




Auclair, Leo A.& DeAnne
Aukstikalnis, Jack R.fc Paul R.
Auperin, Jean G.4 Elizabeth L.
Austin, Donald S.& Marion R.
Austin, Timothy A.
Ayers, Daniel J. 4 Marjorie H.
Ayers, Daniel J.i Marjorie H.
Baab, Henry J.& Jeanne A.
Baab, James H.& Pauline M.
Babbit z, Steven







Baker, Daniel 6 Elizabeth
Baldwin, Carl E.
Baldwin, James 5.& Paula C.
Baldwin, James S.& Paula C.
Baldwin, Raymond & Ruth Johnson




NOME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Baldwin Estate, Fred fl.8! Jessie








Ball, Douglas E.& Dayle I. 04,55-01 1.B00 34000 69,500
Barber, Lynne 35,14 1.200 105200 86,150
Barretto Granite, Corp.
Barrus, Charles W.
Barry, Shirley ft. 42,02-94 1.000 35400 22, 5C
Bartels, Wayne D. 25,17 3.400 32500 52,75C
Bartlett, Betty 07,07-29 5500 19,350
Bart lett, Ronnie C.& Shantell 11,13-02 5.200 39700 40,050
Bash, James H. 04,57-12 2.700 39700 81,900
Bassett Family Trust, '/. Howard & Kar 36,22 0.200 39000 21,600
Bateman, Christopher E. 17,07 3.270 28900 7,350
Bateman, Frank E. 39,04 -1.000 31750 22,.
Bateman, Hilda R. 32,32 0.400 34500 150,150
Bateman, Phyllis V.
Bateman, Richard C.i Phyllis V. 34,28 0.300 38500 37,000
Bateman, Richard C.& Phyllis V. 38,07 1.000 26250 71,150
Bateman, Richard C.& Phyllis V.
Bateman, Jr. , Richard C.
Bates, Robyn M. 06,35 4.700 67100 96,950
Bauer, Roger L.i Barbara
Bauer, Roger L.& Barbara 14,20 8.000 30750 6,1
Baughman, Clyde W.& Barbara 42,01-60 30400 23,450
Baughman, Clyde W.& Barbara 42,01-61 30400 14,150
Bazley, William G. 28,06 0.500 36000 100,850
Beaman Lumber, Inc.
Bean, Edward & Suzanne E. 35,03 0.500 47500 33,:
Bean, Edward & Suzanne E. 35,22 0.290 22250 21,200
Beardsworth, Norman J.& Ruth E. 15,40 2.000 45500 44,550
Beaupre, S. Douglas & Debra N. 09,14 3.450 39750 40,000
Beauregard, Roderick E.& Judy E. 06,44 5.500 69500 95,700





Beavers, Thomas & Linda
Becker, Jr. , Edward A.& Mary E.
Bednar, Dean J.& Katharine Q.
Beers, Charles fl.& Catherine R.
Beers, David ft.
Bell, Robert J.& Patricia
Bellamare, Robert E.& flrlene M.
Beniis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
Bemis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
Bemis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
Bemis, Daniel H.& Estella C.
Bemis, Daniel H.i Estella C.
Bemis, Daniel R.& Susan K.
Bender, Bruce D.& Lisa R.
Beninati, Theresa
Bennett, Charles L.
Bennett, Keith J.& Deborah J.
Bennett, Walter T.i Margaret fl.
Bequaert, Lucia H.& Frank C.
Berard, Dennis P.& finn L.












Bingham, Norman, Sylvia, & Marc
Bingham, Norman, Sylvia, & Marc
Bingham, Norman, Sylvia, & Marc
Bishop, Eileen L.i Joe
Bishop, James R.& Zillah
Bishop, James R.& Zillah




NflME Hap-Lot ftcres LflND BUILDING
Blake, John fl.& Mary E.
Blakely D.Stuart, Doctors Serv.Burea 15,60-03
Bluhm, Carey fl.& Nancy C.
Bodwell, James fl.& Sally A.
Boehler, Donald M.& Roberta E.
Bogren, Theodora Merrill




Boston & Maine, Corp.
Boston & Maine, Corp.
BosMorth, Isabel le
Bosworth, Roger & Eleanor
Boucher, Elizabeth
Boucher, Raymond U.& Elizabeth
Bourdon, John F.& Marie ft.
Bourgeois, Robert J.
Bourne, Jr. , William N.
Bouthot, Michael J.
Boutin, Maurice &.& Lorena fl.
Bowers, Peter J.
BoycB Heirs, Fred R.& Doris D.
Brackett, Bruce & Lisa Labossiere
Brackett, Donald H.
Brackett, Roberta M.
Bragg, Harold F.& Kathleen
Bratton, Raymond U.& Jean C.
Breed, Trust, Allan P.
Brewer, Jean
Brewer, Paul L.& Kyoko
Briggs, Glenn fl.& Joanne
Brockelman, Mark D.& L.fl.Mitchel
Brooks, Roger H.& Beatrice T.









NAME Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
Brown, Ronald U.& Ann K.
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NAME
Cabot, L.T.& J. Mariner
Cadorette, Norman
Cady, Gloria E.& Douqlas F.
Caggiano, Joseph & Jacqueline M.
Caisse, Brian P.& Diane M.
Calkin, Dana R. & Deborah L.
Callahan, Walter & Dorothy Lohmann
Calorio, James & Roberta
Cammarata, Rocco h Louise D.
Campanella, Robert J.& Rita S.





Cantwell, Kevin R.i Barbara fl.
Caouette, flndre J.& Susan J.
Caracappa, Lon
Carbone, Frank, Carolyn & T.Kanter
Carey, Edwin JA Edith R.
Carley, Edmund F.& Dorothy
Carlson, Kenneth W.& Irm J.
Caron,Sr. , Norman J.& Caroline N.
Carrier, Louis D.St Joyce G.
Carroll, Bruce E.& Laura B.
Carroll, Bruce E.& Laura B.
Carruthers, Cary D.& Sherry L.
Carruthers, Cary D.& Sherry L.
Carter, Frank fl.& Ladonna
Carter, Gregg
Carter, Richard H.& Carol E.
Caruso, David fl.& Kathy
Casey, Lawrence J.
Casey's Camp Site Co., Inc.
Casey's Camp Site Co., Inc.
Casey's Camp Site Co., Inc.
Casey's Camp Site Co., Inc.




Cassely, Peter M.& Nancy D.
Castles, G.Richard & Jean G.
Cavadini, Kenneth E. & Evelyn
Cavadini, Terry & Carolyn M.
Cece, Michael E.& Concetta
Cedrone, Mark
Cerrone, Salvatore & Marlene
Cerrone, Salvatore & Marlene P.
Chafe, Gordon L.& Carol fi.
Champagne, Joseph M. & Deborah K.
Champlin, Edward C.& Lorraine L
Chaplin,et al. Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin, et al, Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin,et al. Reed, Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chaplin,et al, Reed,Minnie, Stan, Joan
Chapman, Barry G.& Rebecca fl.
Charlie's Camp Site Co., Inc.




Chase, Jr. , Howard E.
Chase, Sr., Howard E.& Rita Y
Chenard, Viola M.
Christensen, Dennis S.& Diane K.
Christensen et al, Dennis S. & Diane
Christie, fllan P.
Christopher, Stephen, Brenda; S. Donov
Churchill, Charles N.& Glynda L.
Ciliberto, Fred A.& Virginia M.




Coburn, Gene F.& Sandra D.
Cogliano, Michael fi.& Roberta
Cohen, Irene R.
Colburn, Bruce S.& Ellen
Colella, Steven T.& Jane M.




Collella, Steven T.& Jane M.
Collella, Steven T.& Jane M.
Collins, Michael & Janet C.
Collins, Robert & Catherine
Collins, Waiter E.
Cofiieau, Margery
Connelly, David E. & Vivien
Connelly, Shirley H.
Conover, Charles K.St Sharon ft.
Conte, Jr. , Frank S. & Angelina N.
Corbosiero, Guy C.& Peggy fl.
Cornwell, Robert J.& Diane M.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.
Corrette, Robert J.& Louise D.






Coughlin, Brian J. & Lauren E.
Court emanche. Randy L.
CourteiT.anche, Jr. , Robert H.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.
Craig, John E.F.& Karen M.






Creed, Thomas & Anna
Cremins, Jr. , William J.
Criniti, Joseph
Criscuolo, Vincent P.& Marilyn J.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Crocker, III, Kendall F.
Croteau, Lawrence A.& Kathy A.
Map-Lot
PROPERTY VflLUflTION




Damon, John R.i Beverly F.
Damon, John R.& Beverly F.
Damon, John R.& Harry C.
Damon, John R,& Harry C.
Damon, John R.& Harry C.
Damon, John R.S: Harry C.
Damon, John R.& Harry C.
Damon, John R.& Harry C.
Damon, John R.& Harry C.
Damon, Richard & Harriet Ries
D'flnello, Paul & Janet L.
D'flrienzo, Joseph G.& Page Else
Daub, Nancy
Davini, Michael & Julie
Davis, Derrick 1.8; finn K.
Davis, Dwight, et al
Davis, Edith L.
Davis, Edith L
Davis, Edward ft.& Cheryl M.
Davis, Edward fl.& Cheryl M.
Davis, Mildred B.
Davis, Shirley fl.& Carleen L
Davis, Jr. , Roger P.& Joan M.
Davis, Jr. , William H.
Davis, Jr. , William H.
Davis, Jr. , William H.& Sandra M.
De Mello, Edward & Shirley ft.
De Santis,Sr., Gasper & Mildred
Dearani, Abraham C.& Elizabeth B.
DeardenjJr., Joseph h P.Jenkins
Decatur, Crystal L.
Decatur, Thomas B.& Lucille
Decatur, Thomas B.i Lucille fi.
Decker, Howard E.& Eleanor K.
Deegan, Robert W.i Despina K.
Del isle, Scott & Ruth
DeLongchamp, Roger D.
DeLongchamp, Roger D.




NAME Map-Lat Acres LAND BUILDING
Depierrefeu, Alain Y.
Depierrefea, Alain Y.
Derby, Lawrence E.& Dilys J.
Derby, Paul L.& Marsha M.
Derby, Stanley E.
Derose, Barbara & James Cirillo
DeSimone, William S.& Elizabeth A.
Desmond, Walter F.& Nancy L.
Despres, James & Gloria J.
Despres, Roger R.
Despres, Theodore 0.& Marilyn
Devin, Robert A.& Elisabeth I.
DeVito, Marc B.& Tammy A.
Devlin, Michael W.
Deyo, Gary H.i Judith A.
Deyo, James H.
Deyo, James H.& Margaret
DiCeglie,Jr., Vincent J.& Donna J.
Dick, Kenneth A.& Sharon G.
Dickenson, Kennin D.& Marsha A.
Dickie, Leslie & Paul Rhine
Dickie, Mark A.& Christine
Dickinson, Thelma J.
Diener, Norman E.
Dion, Normand A.i Joan R.
Dix, Brian E.
Dixon, Barbara
Dodge Estate, Fred F.
Doerphoh, Brian & Virginia Boutin
Dolbeare, Pauline K.
Dolbeare, Scott M.i Mary Ryan
Domingue, Greg L.& Carol A.
Donnelly, Joan & George Mikeis
Donovan, William J. & Hazel A.
Doody, Richard B.
Doty, Edna A.
Douglas, Donald & Thelma F.
Doyle, Therese A.
Doyle, Therese A.




Dresser, Gardner l-i.S: Barbara
Dresser, Gardner H.h Barbara
Drudi, Gary W.& Kimberly
Drugg, Jeanne F.& Herbert fi.
DaBois, Bernard & Lorraine F.
Duffy, Robert E.
Duffy, Ronald W.& Janis E.
Duffy, Ronald W.& Janis E.
Dugan, James J.& P.Weber
DuiTiais, Gerald L.& Donna E.
Duniais, Norir.an R.J. & Melody K.
Duiriais, Ronald G.
D!j!Tiont,et al, John & Barbara
Dunchus, Darlene & W.O'Malley, III
Dunchus, Kenneth S. i Nancy N.
DanhaiTi, Jmes R.& Sandra J.
Dunha:Ti, Jaffies R. & Sandra J.
Dunham, Shirley D.
Dunham, Wayne R. & Linda M.
Dunton, Carol V.& Paul S.
Dunton, Charles F. & Patricia
Dunton, James N.& Dora J.
Dunton, Kenneth & Norma L.
Dunton, Kenneth L Norma L.
Dunton, Lewis
Dunton, Lewis
Dunton, Robert W.& Marolyn W.
Dunton, Robert W.^ Marolyn W.
Dunton, Stanford l.h June
Dunton, Stanford T.& June
Dunton, Walter ft.
Dupaul, James E.& Terry L.
Dupaul, James E. & Terry L.






Dyckman, Dennis V.& Julia Y.






Eddy, Daniel M.i J. Pat ri area
Eddy, Henry, Nicole, J. Patriarca
Ehrich, Ann






Eyles, Plfred & Patricia
Eyles, Alfred R.& Patricia M.
FaiTiOsi, Reynold
Fandrich, Christoph & Gerda
Farinoli, Altieri
Farnura, Gregory
Farrar Estate, Alden G.
Favreau, Darnell R.& Debbie L.
Favreau, Donald R.
Favreau, Francis A.& Catherine
Favreau, Robert J.
Favreau, Robert J.i Marilyn




Ferguson, Eleanor & Andrea
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fey, Laurel B.
Fichtel, Thomas W.& Dagniar
Figelski, Walter G.& Betty fl.
FigfTiic, Robert & Joyce
Fish, Norman M.& Pauline
Fish Estate, Robert B.
Fisher, Barbara fl.i Steven
Fiske, Jane L.





Fiske, Jr. , Gecrge F.& Barbara
FiskBjJr. , George F.& Barbara M
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Fitzgerald, Ronald & Barbara
Fitzpatrick, Jane M.
FitzwilliaiTi, John H.
FITZWILLIflM BflFTIST CHURCH, .
Fitzwilliam Community Church, .
FITZWILLIflK COMMUNITY CHURCH, .
FITZWILLIAM FIRE DEFT., INC.
FITZWILLIfiM HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC.
Fitzwillian Inn, Inc.
Fitzwilliam Inn, Inc.




Flaherty, William M.& Janet S.
Flaherty, Jr. , James PA Doreen
Flanders, Albert
Flanders, Albert E.& Mary L.
Fleet, Norman L.& Florence Ross
Fleet Bank, IRA Oust. for Don. Graf
Fleur De Lis Camp, .
Fleur De Lis Camp, .
Fleur De Lis Camp, .
Flook, George L.
Flynn, Daniel
Flynn, Robert C.& Beverly A.
Foden, Stanley J.& Patricia E.
Foley, Alice J.
Foley, Michael
Follansbee, Harper h Patience
Follansbee, Harper & Patience




Forrest, Robert L.& Helena L.
Forte, Steven U. & Deirdre E.
Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
11,58
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Fort in, Paul F;.& Phyllis
Fort in, Robert F.& Sandra L.
Fournier, David & Syble Horton
Fournier, Francis H.& Theresa
Fournier, James D. 2; Brenda
Fournier, Jairies D.& Brenda
Fournier, Jr. , Joseph R.& Deborah fi.
Frampton, Edward fl.& Joan ft.
Frampton, Edward fl.i Joan ft.




E.Beals Trust, c/o Fleet Bank Mfl
Gabriel, Lawrence & Kathleen
Gagne, Kerry P.& D.Chipntan
Gagnon, Anthony R.& Eileen
Gannon, Herbert fl-fc Marilyn E.
Gardner, Gregory
Garland, David W.
Garland, Donald M.& Phyllis T.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garland Estate, Florence 0.
Garrett, Donald E.& Cynthia L.
Gartner Estate, John W.




Gauthier, Arthur F.& Patricia C.
Geary, Joan E.
Geary, WilliaiTi G.& Marianne
Gehlir;g,Jr. , Raymond L.i Elizabeth
Geilfuss, James J.& Janet M.
Geiser, Dorothy
Geisler, Genevieve & Donna Allen
George, Justin W.& Mabel M.L.
Germain, Gary P.i Louise A.
Gerrior, John B.& Barbara 8.




Gill, Brian C.& Valerie T.
Gillespie, Patrick T.& Karen
Gilniore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
Gilmore, Lewis D.& Mary G.
Girard, Dennis & James
Girard, Sandra fl.
Glidden, Steven i Ruth E.
Goddard, Arnold & Rachael
GoetZjJr. , Fred W.
Goetz,Jr., Fred W.




Goodnow, et al, Evelyn R,
Goodwin, Russell G.
Goodwin, Wayne J.& Barbara A.
Goodwin, 11, Leon & Michelle
Goodwin, Jr. , Russell G.
Gordon, Robert J.
Gould, Kelrose A.& Kathryn
Gouslin, Roger A & Linda J.
Grab, Michael & Lola-Gene B.
Grabarz, John P.& Patricia A.
Graf, Jr., Georqe L.& Lilly H.
Graf, Jr., George L.& Lilly, et al
Graf, Jr. et al, George L.
Graf, Jr. et al, George L.
Grahain, Gary H.& Alice P.
Granite Bank,
Grant, Helen
Grant, Phillip L.& Anita M.
GrasBwicz, Paul F.& Rose K.
Gravel, Donald F.
Graves, Jon T.& Ruth E.
Greeley, Roland B.
Greeley, Roland B.
Green, Alfred H.& Joan K.
Green, David J.& Barbara L.




Greene, Gerald C.& Louise L
Greene, William E.lc Helen L.
Greene, et ai, Barbara L.
Gregory, Sheila E.
Greiner, Walter K.
Grier, fl. Peter & Donna
Grier, John J.
Griffin, Daniel T.
Griffin, Jack W.& Ssra C.
Griffin, Shirley. L.
Grove, Edwin G.& Iris C.
Grube, Ronald H.& Carnela A.
Guay, filbert J.& Lucille L.
Guenther, James H.
Guerin, Robert F.& Rita H.
Guerrette, Helen C.
Guild, Charlotte B.
Guion, Arthur C.& Bethany E.
Gussman, Robert fi.& Gertrude fl.
Gustafson, Alan R.St Judith R.
Gustafson, Alan R.& Judith R.
Haapala, flili M.
Hadsell, Ti.T.cthy & Barbara W.
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn R.
Haggblad, Joseph H.& Diane M.
Hagglund, Mary L.
Hagstro.Ti, III, Carl J.& Gail
Hagstrom, III, Carl J.& Gail
Hall 5 Jr., Warren 3.& Avis M.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hamelin, Francis A.& Irene
HaiTiilton, Curtis T.& Sheila A.
Hammond, Andrew & Patricia
Hancock Homes, Inc.
,
Hancock, II, Janes H.
Hancock, II. James H.




Hancock, II, Jafr.GE H.& Judith E.
Hancock, II, JaiTies H.J; Judith E.
Handy, Jr. , EugenG & Brandylyn M.
Handy, Jr. , Roy E.& Shirley L.
Hanninen, John H.& Brenda L.
Hanninen, Mary fl.
Hanninen, Mary fi.
Hannon, James F.& Myrtle E.
Hansco.Ti, Doris fi.
Hanson, Robert U. & Katharine T.
Hansen, Robert W.i Katherine T.
Harford, Mary L.
Harkins, Ellinor L.
Harkins, Rbt., Nancy & V.Lake
Harrington, Donald E.& Shirley A.
Harrington, Jr. et al, Robert N.
Harrison, Jr. , Edwin J.J; Beryl M.
Hart, Edward J.& Edward W.
Harvest Teiriple Church, Inc.
Hautanen, Brian J.& Donna
Hawley,Jr. , Harry T.& Elaine G.
Hayden, Gerald D.
Hayes, Gary
Haynes, Nathaniel & Robin
Haynes, Timothy i Susan L.
Hazelton, Lois B.
Heald, Gary A.& Kitnberly L.
Heat ley, Craig B.& Adrienne M.
Heglin, Danny L.& Nancy S.
Helie, David M.







Hewitt, John L.& Mary E.
Higgins, Wayne R.& Wanda E.






Hill Estate, Eleanore M.
Hill Estate, Eleanore M.
Hilton, Barry P.& Shari L
Hirschberger, Lenice
Hoag, Williani
Hoey,Jr., Clifton GA Margaret










Holman, James W.& Ursula
Holman, John E.& Debbie
Holman, John E.& Debbie fl.
Holman, Richard A.& Sandra
Holman, Rosalie A.& Kathleen
Holman 1983 Trust, .
Holman 1933 Trust, .
Holmes, H.David & Irene E.
Holmes, Walter B.
Holmes Estate, Mildred E.
Holmes Estate, Mildred E.
Holmes Estate, Mildred E.
Holmes Estate, Mildred E.
Honeycutt, Marshall lA Catherine
Hongisto, Gertrude
Hongisto, Walter E.& Mcdena
Hooper, Richard & Avis
Hope, Linda
Houpt, Freda B.













Howell, Theodore E.& Leona
Howell, Theodore E.i Leona
Howell, Walter fi.& Barbara ft.
Hoyland, Gustave J.
Hoyland, Gustave J. 8c Susan G.
Hubbard, David H.St Nancy E.
Hughes, Peter
Hull, Richard J.
Hull, Jr. , Randy
Hunt, John B.
Hunter, William R.& Betty
Hunter, Jr. , Harold R.& Brenda
Huntoon, Mary E.
Huntoon,Jr., Clyde W.& Laurie L.
Hyde, Ellen R.
Hyde, Robert S.4 Melissa
Hyfiiel, Louis J.
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Hyslop, Jed & Tracy
Ibelle, David E.& Linda J.




Irvings, Mark LA Susan P.
Irvings, Mark L.& Susan P.
J & R Associates, c/o J. Ilg & R.Rait
Jackson, Joseph J.& Barbara
Jackson, Robert S.& Deborah D.
Jacobs, Arthur J.& Kathryn











Jagiello, George & Fredi Walker
Januskiewiecz, Peter R.& Tracey fl.
Jarvi, Heirs, David
Jarvis, John fl.St Lorraine fl.
Jarvis, John fi.4 Lorraine fl.
Jarvis, John fl.& Lorraine fl.
Jobbagy,Sr. , Francis & Mary
Johansson, Carl S.& Doris E.
Johansson, Carl B.& Doris E.
Johnson, flgnes J.
Johnson, Bruce





Johnson, Ronald & Sarah
Johnson, Russell J.& Annette
Johnson, Jr. , Arthur L.
Jonas Damon Realty Co.
Jonas DaiTion Realty Co.
Jonas Damon Realty Co.
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jonas Damon Realty Co.,
Jones, Quentin R.& Bonnie M.
Jones, Samuel B.& Barbara L.
Jones, Samuel B.& Barbara L.
Jones, Samuel B.& Barbara L.
Joslin, Timothy H.& Kristin M.
Joy, Elliot S,
Joy, Lester & Janice
Joyce, Phyllis E.
Joyce, Phyllis E.
Judge, Norman E.& Jeanne E.





KfiB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
KflB Realty Trust, Karen Bazley, Trust
Kane, Albert J.& Beverly J.
Kassotis, Wayne H.& Linda fl.
Kates, James G.
Kates, James G.
Kates, Janes G. & Peter
Kates, JaiT.es G.2t Peter
Keilig, Roger 3.
Keith, Marguerite i Bonnie H.
Kelly, Donald F.& Deena M.
Kelly, Judith ft.
Kelly, Paul L.& finny F.
Kendall, Winters 11.& Alice
et al, Frank
Donna L.& Charles G.
Brian K.& Helen B.
Sheila C.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C. & James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& Janes H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& Jair.es H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& Janes H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Sheila C.& James H.
Kenney, Harold T.fi: flrlene L.
Kenney, June B.
Kenney, Jr., Harry E.?< Constance S.
Keresey, Joseph W.& Marilyn B.
Kerrigan, et al, Joseph (Trustees)
























Kiberd, Myles fl.& Eleanor B.
Killeen, fiustin J.& flnne K.
Killory, Daniel & Andrea M.
Kinney, David & Christine
Kirby, Megan
Kiritsy, Charles fl.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles fl.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles fl.& Virginia
Kiritsy, Charles B.& ftnna
Kittredge, Philip M.& Barbara J.
Knight, Bruce & Joan
Knight, Steven ft.
Knights, Walter
Knowlton, Paul & Marie
Koehler,Jr. , Theodore








Kostuck, Rbt.& Valerie DePeyster
Kotila, Paul M.& Kathleen
Kottke,Jr. , Thomas & Jacklyn
Kottke, Sr. , Thomas & Cheryl
Kottke,Sr. , Thonsas & Cheryl L.
Kottke, Sr., Thomas & Cheryl L.
Kowaleski, Mary ft.
Kraft, Stephen M.& flrlene L
Kramer, Sybil M.
Krisch, David ft.
Krunklevich, Edward M.& Carole
Kublbeck, Linda & James
Kublbeck, Linda L.& Jatnes R.
Kuhl/nan, Mary E.
Kuhlman, Mary E.
Kurtz, Steven B.i Edith ft.
Kustosz, Henry M.& Susan




La Fontaine, Francis R.
La Pan, viilliaff.
La Pierre, E,-nery L.& Judith H.
La Pointe, Thomas B.& Martha M.
La Porte, finn H.& D.Hewitt
LaBarre, Jay A.& Stacie Pecor
Lacy, ThoiTias B.& Sally M.
Lacy, ThcTias B.& Sally M.
Ladu,Jr. , Harold J.
Ladebauche, Paul E.& Beatrice C.
LaFave, Robert l.h Patricia fi.
LaFave, Scott & Theresa
LaflaiTiiTie, Larry
Laflaffime, Larry
Lafond,Jr. , Henry fl.& Laureen W.
LaFontaine, Ray.a.S Kathy M.
Lagerberg, David & Judith
Lantbshead, Nathan C.
Latotaqne, Alfred & Kathlene K.
Lamp in en, Wayne fl.
Landy, Macreay J. & Gail P.
Landy 19S2 Trust, Marion Sunstein
Lang, Ralph F,
Lapia, Michael & Rosalie
Lapsley, Joseph ft.& Raniona J.
Lardba,Sr., David J.& Cdell E,
Larder-Olejarz, Robin
Larder-Olejarz, Robin
LaRoche, Thomas h Elizabeth
Larson, Walter R. & Helen E.
Larson et al, Joseph S.
Laughner, Lois T.
Lava 11 ee, Sheri
Lavcie, Gerard J.S Ella
LaVcie, Richard H.& Pauline Y.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel B.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel B.
Lawrerice, Keith E.
Lawrence, Rebecca fi.
Leary, Daniel J.& Evelyn M.




LeBlanc, Ja.Tses T.& Eileen C.
LeBlanc, Ronald & Luanne
Leel, Ronald i r.nnette
Leger, Joseph R,
Leighton, Robert M. & Irene Ncga
Lencho, Keith J.
Lencho, Keith J.
Levasseur, Edward R. & Lirida L.
Lewan, WiiliaiTi D.
Lewan, William D.
Lewis, Walter V.& Dorothy W.
Lilback, Reino & Eino
Lilback. Reino M.& Carolyn
Lilback, Reino M.i Carolyn fi.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Lilback Estate, Eino J.
Liixauro, Marino & i*!arie
Linden^ian, James L.
Link, Susan S.
Linskey, Donald D.& Jo-ann M.
Linton, Margaret
Linton, Robert & Margaret R.
Lion, Kent M.
Litchfield, Eva P.
Little Monadnock Realty Trust,
Lively, Daniel h Nancy
Livengood, David G. ^ Debra M.
Lockett, Linda M.
Lojko, Steven L. & Marie Carole
Long, Nicholas R. & Nancy K.





LoQS, Charles B.& Carolyn ft.
Lord, Barbara J.
Love, David M.& Elaine R.
Love, David M.& Elaine R.
Lowe, Jr. , Russell B.







Lund, Alfred P.& Patricia
Luopa Estate, flrne W.
Ly.Tiberg, John W.& John A. Warner
Lynch et al, Donald F.
MacAlister, Bruce & Marilyn
MacDonald, Jr. , Angus D.& Carolyn C.
MacKenzie, Scott L. & Jolyn M.




MecLean, Wayne A.& Rita E.
Mageary, Michael A.
Mahler, Kenneth W.& Laura B.
Mahoney, Daniel & Cheryl
Main, Jr. , Howard L.
Mandra, Joseph
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Manhoff, Harold D.& Mildred
Marchetti, Karin
Marie E. O'Day Trust, c/o Marie O'Da




Marotta, Alfred & Rose
Marsden, Joseph P. & Velna J.
Marsden, Marie J.
Marshall, Richard & Joyce
Marshall, Richard L.& Claire L.
Marshia,Jr. , Ronald & Grace
Martel, Christopher M.& Wendy
Martin, Barry J.& Eliz.
Martin, Doris C.& Joan E.
Martin, Edward C.& Sieglinde





Martin, Levi F. & Gertrude
Martin, Randall S.& Lori Kay
Martorilli, Carroine V.& Yvette
Massin, Charles G.B.
Massin, Charles G.B.& Susan M.
Massin, Elizabeth
Massin, Elizabeth
Hatterazzo, Eugene M.& Mary E.
Matthews, Pauline J.& Dale
Mattson, flune S.
Mattson, flune S.
Mattson, Edwin G.& Shirley
Mattson, Gregory fl.& Lurleen M.
Mattson, Jr. , Edwin D.& Sandra
Maurer, Philip L.& Elizabeth
Maurer, Philip l.i Elizabeth
MflW Fitzwilliddi Trust, Peter Smith,
T
MfiW Fitzwilliam Trust, Peter Smith,
May, Franklin D. & Evelyn P.
May, Jeffrey L& Sheila M.
May, Laurie C.& Darryl F.
May, Louise, Barry & Scott
May, Louise, Barry & Scott
May, Warren H.& Linda J.
May, Warren H.& Linda J.
May, William H.& Jo Ann M.
Mayer, flrno
Mayer Molding Corp., .
Mazaleski, Edward & Lillian
Mazerolle, Patricia fl.
Mazzochi, Richard 6. & Leslie C.
Mc flrdle, Margaret fl.
Mc Cann, Williaci J.i Betty C.
Mc Closky, Richard F.& Mary P.
Mc Hugh, Judith fl.& Thoinas J.
Mc Kenney, Robert F.& Claudia Ciir;iiia
Mc Kenney, Williara fl.& Karen I.
Mc Nutt, Donald L.i Iris B.
McCarthy, Caroline Hughes
Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
20,11
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
McCullfi, ThM£E £.& Beverly
McElaney, Alfred A.& Beverly J
McGrath, Michael P.& Joan F.
McKinncn, Paul £.h Kathryn J.
KcLaughlin. Bertra.-n B.& Joan B
McLaughlin, Bertram B.& Joan B
KcLauqhlin, Bertrar. B. & Joan B
MEADO'wOQD CNTY.flREfl FIRE BEPT.
MEADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT.
NEADOWnOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT.
I^EADOWOOD CNTY.AREA FIRE DEPT.
MEADOWOOD MEflBERSHIP, ,
Keattey, Darryl D.& Janet





Medina, Doiriingo & Lucille J.
Melosky, Stephen & Elizabeth
Mendeioff, Ernest M.& Kirstin
Mendeloff, Ernest M.& Kirstin
Mercier, John A.S Vicki L.
I*!errifield, B. Kenneth & W.Cunningham
Merrifield, Erwin H. & Prison N. E.




Met he, Edward J.
Methe, Mark
Methe, Michael A.& Nancy C.
Methe, Michael A.& Nancy C.
Metzger, Frank J. & Josephine P.
Metzger, J.Hayes h Katherine 33
Meyer Estate, Dr. Eugene W. 21
Meyer Estate, Dr. Eugene W. 23
Michelson, Carl 07
Michelson, Frank A.t Joan 26





















































































































































MichelBon, Kenneth, et si
Michelscn, Priscilla M.
Michelson, Priscilla M.
Micheleon, Wayne WA Elaine !*!.
Middleton, Elisabeth K.
Milanesi, Louis H. & Elaine fl.
Kilano, Joseph fl.& ftlice T.
Milburn, Robert & Elizabeth
Miller, Jeffrey D.& Jean
Miller, John D.Sc Elizabeth
Miller, John D.& Elizabeth
Miller, Nancy W.& Crlyn. Saari
Miller, Robert P.Jj Donna Jean
Millett, Charles E.& Mary V,
Mills, Cameron L.& Roberta A.
Miner, Michael E. et al
Miner, Regina C.
Mitchell, Peter GJj Susan M.
Monadnock Lifetime, Products
Monadnock LifetiiTiB, Products
MONflDNDCK REGIONftL SCHOOL DIST,
MONflDN'OCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DIST,
Monashan, ThofTias
Monether, Peter C.& Anita L.
Mcnkton, Donald S. & Dolores fi.
Monteverde, Anthony W.& Roxanne
Moran, Thomas F.St Amanda J.
Morey, Kenneth H.
Morey, Maureen L.
Morey, Ronald W.& Lecia
Morgan, Carl & Patricia
Moriarty, Francis J.
Marin, Steven M.i- Michele L.
Morong, Lisa A.
Morrison, John D.Sf Alice E.
Morse, Daniel C.
Morse, Donald R.& Elizabeth fl.
Mossa, Richard
Mosseau, Peter & Carol A. Harvey
Moulton, Alan R.& Ellinor L.
Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
2A,1I
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Mowry, Wesley I.& Charlotte P.
Mroz, I'Jilliafn J; Beverly A.
Mulhall, Michael 0.
Mullen, Donald P.& John W.
Mullett, Dana L.
Mull in, Rita J.
Mull in, Walter J.
Miirbach, William; T.^ Mary C.
Murphy, Dennis Y\Jj Kevin J.
Murphy, Robert A. & Janice L.
Murray, Alvin M.& Nancy
Murray, Alvin M.& Nancy
Murray, Edward Thcriias
Murray, Leo PA Elaine
Myer, Alan G.
Myrick Estate, Harrison D.
Nadeau, Perry D.& Roberta L.
Nattila, Steven S.& Robyn J.
Naylor, Cecilia
Naylor, Cecilia
NE Power Co., c/o Prop. Tax Dept.
Nelson, William
Nevin Estate, Henry M.
Nevins, Jeff & Jacqueline Judsky
New En^.Tel., & Tel. Co.
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.
Newcomb, Paulette & L.Schinke
Newton, Joseph R.
Nickerson, Ronnie A.& Lorelei A.
Nieber, Donald L.!-: Fay E.
Niemela, Michael F.& Carol E,
NieiT.ela, Michael F.& Carol E,
NieiT.ela, Ralph J.& Grace M.
NieiT.ela, Ralph RA Helen E.
Niesela, Ralph R.& Helen E.
NieT.ela, Ralph, Helen I. Ralph J.
Nirenberg, Morris & Rita














































































































NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING





Perry, Pafrela J.& Jane Carrie
Peterborough Savings Bank, .
Petersen, Malcolm M. & Shirley
Peterson, Robert H.& Elizabeth
Petkiewicz, Louis j.& Penelope J.
Pfeil, flmy T.& Robert Wilheki
Phelps, Roger W.& Constance




Pine, Williara h. Patricia
Pinkerton, Nornia I.
Pizer, Harry F.
Plante, Donald V,.h Joyce ft.
Pokorny, Joel M. & Vivianne S.
Polack, WilliafT: & Mary
Pollock, David B.
Poole, Jr., EdiTiund C.& P. Sweeney
Poor, fllan & Patricia
Popple, Eliza fl.
Porter, Constance & E.Dunr.er
Porter, Jeffry B.& Karcea L.G.




Potter, Bruce R.& flletha E.
Pow, Tony 4 Poi Kun
Powers, John B.& Kathryn E.
Pratt, Nancy fl.
Pratt, Robin fi.& Monique M.
Prentiss, George E. & Edith
Prevettj Jeanne E.
Prigqe, William N. & Kirsten 0.
Proctor, Mary M.
Proctor, Stephen G.& Gail P.
Properties, Inc. , c/o PSNH
Properties, Inc. , c7o PSNH
Properties, Inc. , c/o PSNH
Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
W,39
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING
Properties, Inc., c/o P3NH
PROPERTY VfiLUflTION
NAME Map-Lot Acres LAND BUILDING




Robinson, John & Jane
Rocheleau, Martin C.& Carol Ann
Rogers, JafTies M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Jaines M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, James M.& Eleanor J.
Rogers, Robert & Diane McPherson
Romano, Joseph J.& Sally
Rose, Joanne
Ross, Elizabeth ft.
Rousseau, ftrthur J. & Genevieve
Rousseau, Arthur J.Jt Genevieve
Rousseau, Edmund fi.& Kay F.
Rousseau, Leona
Rousseau, Paul R.& JaiTies B.
Roy, Horaer S.& Janet E.
Roy, Kenneth F.& Gail fl.
Roy, Jr., Winston & Lilly; L.Exel
Roy,Sr., ftrthur C.& Joyce fl.
Royce, John J.& Janet L.
Rove, Wendell J.
Rudy, Jr. , Dan & Debra
Rugq, Madeline D.& Thcnias I.
Rugg, Madeline D.& Thonias I.
Rugq, Thofflas I.& Donna M.
Rumba, Richard G.& Lynne fl.
Rumrill, Robert & Deborah
Rupert, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rupert, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rupert, Et al, Royce H.& Lorna M.
Rush, Gary L.
Russell, Cecilia
Russell, Donald & Sherry
Russell, Dorothy D.& Raymond
Russell, John C.& Josephine
Russell, Leah,c/o Ray?.ond Russell
Russell, Leah,c/o Rayinond Russell
Russell, Leah,c/o RayiTiond Russell
Russell, Leah,c/o Raymond Russell







Russell, Robert P.h Marion L.










Sal it, Janice P.
Salmi, Richard T. & Mary K.
Samniartino, Victor A.
Santperisi, John A.& Elizabeth finn
Sanderson, Charlotte B.
Santangelo, Jr. , Robert V.& Colony E.
Santini, Robert & Tania
Santis, flrlene B.
Santy,Sr., John D.& Sharon ft.
Sargent, Jr. , Ronald E.& Marion D.
Saturno, Paul K.& Kathleen M.
Saunders, Michael J.





Schmidt, Kurt G.& S. Ear ley
Schumann, Robert
Schumann, II, James L.& Martha L.
Sciabarrasi, Jr. , Anthony & D.Caouett
Scovel, Carl R.& Faith G.
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co., Inc., .
Seppala h Aho Constr. Co. ,Inc. , .
Seppala & Aho Constr. Co. ,Inc. , .
Seppala & Aho' Constr. Co. ,Inc. , .




Seppala & ftho Constr, Co. ,Inc. , .
Seppaia & Aho Constr. Co. ,Inc. , .
Serino, Richard C.& Roeetta





Shay, Howard W.& Barbara
Sheehan,Jr. , Jacies J.S Jennifer L.
Sherman, Bartlett H.& Joan K.
Shut f let on. Dean S.& Ellen
Shuster, Karl R.& Patricia R.
Sielke, Sue i E. Vander Haegen
Silander, Herbert E.
Sillanpaa, Glenn y.& Theresa M.
Silver, Charles C.
Silverman, Terry A.
Silvia, Anthony R. & Joanne
Simarano, Florence A.
Singleton, Fred G. & Marion G.
Slavic, Fred M.& Rosalind W.
Small, Michael, James & Patricia
Smith, Emily H.
Smith, Oscar R.i Margaret M.
Smith, Paul J.& Kin H. Bourque
Smith, Ralph E.& Shirley E.
Smith, Ramona
Smith, Ronald N.& Pauline K.
Smith, Thomas Q.& Alice
Smith, Thomas Q.& Alice
Smith, Jr. , Crandall & Margaret
Snell, Alice E,
Snell, James D.& Alice E.
Snow, Lorna K. & Barbara Leith
Snyder, Raymond W. & Barbara
Sokol, Thooas J.& M. Madden
Sokol, Thon\as J.& M. Madden
Songer, Keith
Spanks, Walter H.& Josephine A.




Spanks, Walter H.i Josephine ft.
Spaulding, Evelyri M.
Spaulding, Evelyn M.
Spector, Sheldon ft.-i Karen J.
Spezzafsrri, Robert & Elizabeth
Spicer, David W.
Spicer, David W.
Spicer, David W.i Patricia





Spoon, Raymond fl. & Judith ft.
ST. JOSEPH CWJRCH, .
ST. JOSEPH CKJRCH, .
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halina
St. Laurent, Christopher & Halina
Staley, George E.& Justina H.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen A.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen ft.
Stark, Daniel J.& Kathleen ft.
Starkey, Carla R.& Carleton E.
Starkey, Carleton E.& Brenda
Starkey, Eugene F.
Starkey, Eugene F.
Starrett, Paul D.i Patricia S.
Starrett, Paul D.i Patricia S.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRt, .
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, .
Stedman, Mary
Steinbeck, John U.& Karen M.
Steiner, Frank W.i E.Poulin
Stevens, Richard A.& Shelley R.
Stevens, William D.& Pauline
Stevens, William D.& Pauline
Stewart, Barrie i Doreen Hall



























Strong, Wffl.& Marjorie & Lee G.
Sturtevant, Mabel E.









Swezey, Clarence E.& Muriel M.
Swezey, Constance & G.H Neuhoff
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Sylvester, Daniel, David P.& Paul
Synionds, Randy R.i Debbie fl.
Taddeo, Ronald Lee








Tardiff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.
Tardiff, Joseph E.& Ruth M.
Tarlton, Peter W.
Tarlton, Peter W.




Taylor, William T.& Elizabeth
Telitiark, Inc.
Tenney, III, Charles & Jenny Luopa
Terpstra, Michael D.& Kathleen
Tervin, Wallace & Roberta L.
ThackstoHjIII, Richard H.& Andrea
Theall, Robert J.& Diane






ThoiTiPSon, flllyn M. & Robert L.
Thompson, Allyn K.& Robert L.
Thompson, flllyn M. & Robert L.
Thompson, Barbara L.i Michael
Thompson, Eric & Mary W.
Thompson, Eric 4 Mary W.
Thompson, Gertraud E.
Thompson, Peter
Thompson, Robert L.& flllyn M.
Tho.Tipson, Todd C.
Tierney, Paul £.b. Susan E.
Tierney, Paul E.& Susan E.
Tierney, Jr. , Gerald r.h Joyce C.
Tillson, Homer S.& Dianne F.
Tolman, Richard D.





TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiJ^, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .
TOWN OF FITZWILLIfiM, .











Treat -Legg, Condominium {Treat
>
Trendell, Lance & Katina
Trinity Bapt. Church of Fitz., .
Trowbridge, Richard K.i Marjory P.
Troy Mills, Inc.
Trueax, Clyde P.& Faith M.
Tucker, Robert M.i Marlane J.
Turner, Jr., Leonard E.& Donna J.




Uffllor, Edward £.k Grace T.
Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
18,21
PROPERTY VflLUflTION




WalZjJr. , Ernest J.& Christine
WalZjJr. , Ernest J.St Christine
Washburn, Ruth M.
Waters, Clifton H.4 ft. Ruth
Wattendorf, Cynthia Nye
Webber, C. Richard & Florence
Wedge, George F. & Donna M.
Welch, Cheryl ft.
Wells, Bruce
WellSjSr., John fi.& Patricia ft.
Wendry, Richard & Janice
Wentzell, Richard
Wernick, Jules & Julianne
Wernick, Jules & Julianne
Wernick, Jules & Julianne
West, Arthur G.
West, Jean L.
Wet more, Robert D.
Whalen, William J.& Patricia fl.
Wharton, Richard T.& Jeannine M.
Wheeler, Diana S.
Wheeler, Michael R.& Marion fl.




Whipple, Jr. , Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whipple, Sr., Henry W.
Whitcomb, Wendall W.& Regina fl.
White, Dave W.& Lorraine
White, Dave W. & Lorraine










Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
WMting, Stephen L.
PROPERTY VflLUflTION
NflHE Hap-Lot Acres LflND BUILDING
Yon, ftlthea L
Young, Wallace H.!t Irene
Younie, John W.i Virginia D.





Zimmerinan, Ruth,& James i R. Ryder
ZioeriJian, Susan M. & Martha J.
Zukis, Mary U.
33.09








Tl
